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Executive Summary

Recent problems with certain metallic hip joint prostheses have raised concerns about their safety. This report provides a scientific overview of the state-of-the-art knowledge in total hip arthroplasty from a biomedical engineering point of view and identifies areas where further research and actions are needed.

Importance of Total Hip Arthroplasty

Every year, about one million patients worldwide undergo total hip arthroplasty (THA) surgery. This is considered a successful, safe and cost-effective medical intervention to restore functionality of the hip joint and to regain pain-free mobility in patients suffering from severe joint disease or trauma. The number of people undergoing primary THA and revision surgery is expected to increase further due to an ageing population, decreasing average age at the first operation and the limited life span of prostheses.

THA is the replacement of both articulating surfaces of a degenerated hip joint. This means that the spherical part of the joint is either completely replaced (conventional approach) or it is trimmed and covered by a metallic cap (resurfacing approach). The counterpart of the joint is in both cases replaced by a semi-spherical shell.

Artificial hip joints are innovative, high-quality biomedical engineering products. Whereas they are designed to last for at least 20 years, their lifespan is limited by wear. Hip prostheses are subject to continuous research and development in order to increase lifespan and reduce the likelihood of complications and revision surgery. This is reflected by the large variety of hip prostheses on the market, and rapid innovation in the field.

Purpose of the present report

Increasing revision rates of certain types of metal-on-metal (MoM) hip prostheses introduced on the market during the last decade have recently created a high level of uncertainty concerning the safety and effectiveness of artificial hip joints. Notwithstanding the expectation that medical progress is generally a continuous process leading to improved medical treatment, problems occured with some hip-resurfacing systems having failed to deliver the expected improvements.

To put the current challenges in context, this report reviews the historical development and current state-of-the-art in THA from a biomedical engineering point of view. It illustrates the large variety of materials available. MoM devices are in fact only one possibility of a number of possible devices. The most commonly applied designs use metal femoral heads against polymeric acetabular cups, so called metal-on-polymer (MoP) prostheses. In most countries, the latter account for more than 60% of all implanted hip prostheses.

This report focuses on key principles and issues, rather than attempting a comprehensive literature review. Cross-references are made to other sources for detailed information where appropriate. Particular problems related to evaluating the safety and effectiveness of hip prostheses are discussed and further research needs are identified. The report is also intended to provide background information for risk assessors and risk managers.

Key findings

The clinical long-term outcome of THA depends on factors related to the applied type of prosthesis, the health status of the patient and his post-operative physical activities, and also depends critically on the expertise and practice of the surgeon.

The most important complication with metal-on-polymer (MoP) prostheses is aseptic loosening due to an inflammatory reaction against polymer wear debris. Aseptic loosening is much less frequently encountered in patients with metal-on-metal (MoM) or ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) prostheses.

During the last years clinical problems have emerged related to hip-resurfacing prostheses, which preserve the femur and cover the trimmed femoral head with a metal cap. The most common complications with these types of devices are the formation of pseudotumours, presumably as adverse reaction to metallic wear debris, and high incidence rates of femoral neck fracture and avascular necrosis. Therefore, revision rates for some types of these devices are found to be several times higher than expected. Biomechanical design weaknesses are suspected to be the main reason for underperforming devices, such as shallow, not fully semispherical acetabular cups and too large femoral head diameters. Identified underperforming devices have already been withdrawn from the European market.

Conventional MoM hip prostheses, which replace the complete femoral head with a metal sphere anchored in the femur, have a long tradition and were not affected by this problem in the past. However, recently, significantly higher early failure rates are reported with such prostheses that use large femoral head diameters above 36 mm. Such designs have become popular in the
last decade as they match more closely the anatomy of the natural hip joint and promise increased joint stability and larger range of movement. However, the failure modes of these devices are not precisely described in literature, in contrast to the details known on failing hip-resurfacing systems. Common concerns with all MoM hip prostheses are related to the unclear role of long-term exposure to metal ions released into the human body. Additionally, there is increased awareness that the size of the released wear debris is in the range of nanometers and nanotoxicity effects may have to be considered.

Most patients with conventional MoM prostheses exhibit higher chromium- and cobalt-ion concentrations in blood, which are however, only very rarely related with pathologies. Nevertheless, little is known about long-term low-level exposure to such ions, and the presence of nanosized metallic particles may amplify a possible toxicity of wear debris.

Currently, there is no scientific evidence for an increased, statistically significant overall cancer risk after THA.

**Prospects and challenges**

Since the theoretically expected benefits of MoM hip-resurfacing THA cannot generally be realised in clinical practice, its use should be limited to specific cases where the surgeon can expect that the medical benefit outweighs the risk of early revision.

For conventional THA, many alternatives to MoM prostheses are available, such as metal-on-polymer (MoP), ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) and ceramic-on-polymer (CoP) prostheses. Each design has its own specific risk-benefit profile on the basis of which surgeons and patients should select the most appropriate solution.

Arthroplasty registers aiming at a complete registration and follow-up of all THA procedures are essential in monitoring the long-term performance of hip prostheses, as well as in evaluating and benchmarking new hip prostheses and for providing early alerts on problematic THA devices. They are indispensable tools in medical quality assurance, and medical education and training, and they should be an integral part of each healthcare system. Ideally, such registers should be coordinated at European level in order to ensure harmonised and comparable data sets and to acquire statistical significance in the quickest and most effective way.

Clinical investigations with a reasonable number of patients might be helpful to identify hip prostheses that expose patients to unexpected health risks with high incidence rate. They will however not be able to qualify the long-term effectiveness of hip prosthesis design since this would require a disproportionately large number of patients to be enrolled and follow-up times that are beyond the time horizon for introducing medical innovations.

Clinical investigations dedicated to ensure patient safety and to prevent significantly underperforming devices from large-scale market introduction, should contain an independent review element and should not be carried out only by the developing company and clinical partners linked to this company.

Considering the long lifetimes for which hip prostheses are designed, a reasonable clinical investigation of a new hip prosthesis design will only provide limited information about its long-term performance. The evaluation of the long-term performance to be expected from a new device can only be based on the combined knowledge gathered from all clinical investigations, clinical evaluations and arthroplasty register data that are available so far. Only such a knowledge pool, which must be continuously maintained and extended, can ensure that patients are not exposed to unjustifiable long-term risks and that the safety and effectiveness of new and innovative hip prostheses can be guaranteed to the best of one’s knowledge.

It is likely that the increasing societal cost of musculoskeletal diseases can not be managed by improved medical technology alone. The development and implementation of efficient prevention programmes will be important. In view of the expected increasing demand for primary THA procedures and revision surgery procedures in an ageing population, adequate measures should be taken to reduce the demand for revision surgery and to delay primary THA as far as possible by preventive health care programmes.
1. Introduction

1.1. Objective of the report

Recently increasing revision rates of certain types of metal-on-metal (MoM) hip prostheses [1], introduced on the medical device market during the last decade, have created uncertainty concerning the safety and effectiveness of artificial hip joints [2]. Even though medical progress is generally expected to be a continuous process leading to improved medical treatment, problems occurred with some hip-resurfacing systems that failed to deliver the expected improvement. Moreover, this created severe health problems for many patients worldwide [2].

This report reviews the historical development and the state-of-the-art of total hip arthroplasty from a biomedical engineering point of view and illustrates the motivation for the efforts to improve the quality of hip prostheses. The report also aims at explaining the peculiar problems related to evaluating the safety and effectiveness of hip prostheses, which are supposed to last for at least 20 to 25 years. Furthermore, it addresses some medical and biological aspects of total hip arthroplasty (THA).

The objective of the present report is not just to review the state-of-the-art of THA, but in addition to identify further research needs and health economic and regulatory issues.

This report focuses on key principles and issues, rather than attempting a comprehensive literature review. Cross-references to other sources are made for detailed information where appropriate. We hope the report will provide useful information to the risk assessment and risk management community.

1.2. The principle of total hip arthroplasty

The concept of replacing parts of a hip joint - such as the femoral head - that become defective due to pathological alteration or accident by a prosthetic device, goes back to the 19th century. However, the major breakthrough of substituting a hip joint with a prosthesis was not achieved until the middle of the 20th century in a process based on “empiricism and intuition” [3]. It also became clear that successful treatment required substituting both articulating surfaces, which coined the term total hip arthroplasty (THA) for this treatment [3].

THA has now become so successful that it has been referred to as “the operation of the century” [4]. It is the main surgical procedure in orthopaedics [5] and it is a cost-effective treatment to recover pain-free mobility in patients suffering from degenerative bone and joint diseases such as osteoarthritis [6, 7].

The basic principle of THA is depicted in Figure 1. The defective hip joint is replaced by an artificial acetabular cup and femoral head, which replace the damaged natural articulating surfaces. Therefore the materials must have low friction and withstand wear and oscillating mechanical load. The femoral head is anchored in the femur by the stem. The acetabular cup is anchored in the pelvis and is composed of a shell in which a liner is inserted that provides the load bearing articulating surface. This modular design allows using different materials with properties most suitable for their function [3, 4, 8].

Shell and stem have to provide good bone integration and are frequently made of titanium and titanium alloy, respectively. Titanium alloys are however not hard enough for low-friction wear-resistant articulating surfaces. Therefore other materials are combined to meet the requirements for the articulating interface between head and cup as will be outlined in chapter 2. The frequently used notations metal-on-metal (MoM), ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) or the classical combination metal-on-polyethylene (MoP) refer to the sequence of materials used for the femoral head and the acetabular cup (liner), respectively.

Figure 1: Modular hip prosthesis design consisting of femoral stem, femoral head, and acetabular cup composed of an outer shell and an inner liner. Shell and stem have to ensure good bone integration with the iliac bone of the pelvis and the femur, respectively. The femoral head and the liner provide the articulating surfaces. Their materials are selected for low friction and wear.
1.3. The history of total hip arthroplasty

The earliest documented attempt to replace a femoral head dates back to 1891 when Gluck used an ivory prosthesis fixed with screws and cement [9, 10]. The procedure was however not as successful as expected and did not gain widespread use [3]. In 1938, a stainless steel prosthesis was introduced to replace the femoral head and the acetabular cup [11]. In 1940, a THA with an implant made of a cobalt-chromium alloy (developed for dental applications) was carried out, which was placed proximal to the femur and fixed by screws. This approach had been further developed into the Austin Moore prosthesis, introduced in 1952, which is still applied today in rare cases of revision surgery. MoM hip arthroplasty was introduced in clinical practice in 1953 however with poor early results [12]. The improved McKee-Farrer design, introduced in 1958, can be considered as the first generation of widely used MoM prostheses made of cobalt-chromium alloy. However, this design was soon discredited by a large number of failures [13]. MoM hip replacements were gradually phased-out by the mid 1970s due to the rising popularity of Charnley's MoP design, which showed lower rates of loose prostheses [14], and because of metal sensitivity found in patients with MoM hip designs [15].

Wroblewski et al. [16] stated that November 1962 would “mark the beginning of the era of a new specialty within orthopaedics – total hip joint replacement surgery”. This was the first hip replacement surgery performed by Charnley, pioneering a prosthesis design based on a stainless steel femoral component and a polyethylene acetabular cup both fixed with acrylic bone cement. This so-called low frictional torque arthroplasty superseded the MoM approach in the 1960s.

Charnley's approach to use polyethylene as one load bearing surface was accompanied by the idea to reduce the diameter of the femoral head replacement in order to have a well defined centre of movement in the joint and to reduce wear. Charnley also pioneered the surgical techniques which are essential to obtain a biomechanically valid result [16]. Surgical skills, expertise and practice have major impact on clinical outcome. Charnley's prostheses were cemented in femur and pelvis using polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) as bone cement [17]. In this way the prosthesis was fixed during surgery. Good fixation requires a homogeneous layer of bone cement around stem and acetabular cup in order to allow a uniform load transfer between bone and prosthesis. Bone preparation, cementing and alignment require a high degree of surgical skill.

The success of Charnley’s prostheses in recovering joint function and achieving pain relief was afflicted over time by an unexpected number of loose stems and/or acetabular cups. The phenomenon of aseptic loosening [18], i.e. a loss of fixation of the stem or the acetabular cup, is to date the main reason for revision surgery [16] and can affect patients 10 to 20 years after surgery. Other reasons for revision surgery such as infection, dislocation of the joint, fracture of the stem or the acetabular component, or unexplained pain, occur, but aseptic loosening is about five times more frequent than all these together.

Aseptic loosening is a consequence of polyethylene wear. Advanced wear-induced dimensional changes may impair the mechanical function of prostheses and wear debris may induce adverse tissue reactions leading to periprosthetic osteolysis. This polyethylene disease [19] triggered a lot of research to improve the wear resistance of polyethylene leading to the development of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) and crosslinked UHMWPE (see chapter 2.2.2). It also led to the resurgence of MoM devices because osteolysis was not reported as failure mechanism in earlier MoM hip prostheses [12]. A second generation of MoM prostheses was developed and introduced in clinical practice in the late 1980s. However, in spite of the polyethylene wear debris problematic with the MoP design, it is still challenging to outperform Charnley-type prosthesis of which more than 50% are still performing satisfactorily after 27 years [16]. Patients who received this type of prosthesis from 1962 on were followed up for at least 35 years. It was found that even 78% of the patients still do well after 35 years and some patients exceeded 40 years with their primary hip replacement [20]. In spite of good results with second generation MoM hip prostheses [21], up to now no study could demonstrate that the expected reduced wear resulted in a superior performance. At best their performance is equivalent to MoP devices [14].

With THA becoming a well established and successful procedure to treat severe disabilities in elderly patients, expectations were raised in younger individuals, with degenerative joint diseases that compromise quality of life. Expectations are that THA could restore the same lifestyle with little or no restrictions on their physical activity. However, to fulfill such expectations, hip prostheses are required that can withstand higher load for extended time periods, thus mobilising a lot of research into materials with improved wear resistance [12, 22, 23].

This has led, since the late 1970s, to the development of CoC hip prostheses that exhibit excellent wear performance but initially also the risk of fragile fracture [24]. In the meantime the failure rate of ceramic components has been significantly reduced [24, 25].

---

1 Between the 1960s and the early 1980s San Baw in Burma performed hundreds of hip replacements using ivory. His prosthesis design was continuously improved and results ranked good or excellent have been reported in 88% of the cases. Ivory was chosen because its friction coefficient of 0.04 is close to that of cartilage (0.02). The material showed strong bonding to bone [10]. This can be explained by the biological nature of the material. Its surface properties and its elasticity, match the properties of surrounding bone better than any metallic engineering material.
and progress has been made to address the specific problems related to revision surgery in the rare cases of catastrophic ceramic failure [26]. Hence, CoC implants can be considered as a reasonable alternative to MoM or MoP prostheses [24, 27] and survivorship data of 94% and 84% have been reported after 9 and 21 years, respectively [28]. Currently, the main disadvantage seems to be an audible squeaking that occurs in 1-20% of the patients [28].

Alternatively, for younger patients hip resurfacing has been advocated in the last 10 years because it promised to preserve the femoral bone as shown in Figure 2. This means that revision surgery, which is almost inevitable in patients younger than 50 years at the time of primary THA, consists of using a conventional stem design, thus intervening for the first time on the main femur mass [12, 29]. Additionally larger diameter femoral heads are used that give the joint more stability. It was expected to achieve lower failure rates because femoral stem loosening would be less probable. In particular, it was hoped that the improved wear resistance of the MoM bearings, which had been verified in laboratory tests, would pay off by an extended lifespan of resurfacing prostheses [12, 29, 30]. Thus, with the reintroduction of MoM bearings in hip resurfacing it was expected to overcome problems with excessive wear, which had led to unfavourable results with earlier MoP resurfacing systems in the late 1970s and early 1980s [31]. The surgical procedure is however much more demanding [2, 32], and complications may occur due to the interruption of blood supply to the proximal femur (avascular necrosis), and a high incidence of femoral neck fracture is observed [32]. Moreover, excessive wear can trigger adverse tissue reactions [33, 34]. Early revision rates have been reported for some hip-resurfacing systems that are two to three times higher than normal [34], which creates a problem considering the large number of patients that underwent hip-resurfacing THA in the last 5 to 10 years.

1.4. Incidence of total hip arthroplasty

The importance of a medical treatment is reflected in the number of procedures carried out per year in a population. Figure 3 shows that in most industrialised countries THA has an incidence higher than 150 procedures per 100,000 habitants and year [35]. Thus, of the order of one million hips are replaced by prostheses worldwide every year. The rate of hip replacement increased by about 25% between 2000 and 2009 [35] and this trend is expected to continue in the next decades due to ageing population and improving medical care in developing countries.

Among OECD countries there are significant discrepancies between the number of THA procedures executed per year and per 100,000 habitants. Germany and Switzerland reach nearly twice the OECD average. There are no obvious reasons for such strong discrepancies in countries with similar quality of life and lifestyle. It may have to do with the medical judgement of compromised quality of life justifying the medical indication for THA and may also be due to more generous approaches taken by health insurers. While attracting attention from health policy makers in times of stressed health care budgets [36], the reasons for such national peculiarities have not yet been investigated.

While in the United States it is extrapolated that the increasing number of primary THA and revision procedures will increase the annual cost from 8.43 billion $ in 2003 to 22.7 billion $ in 2030 [37], there are to our knowledge no data available for the European Union.

Figure 2: Hip-resurfacing THA covers the reshaped femoral head with a new metallic articulating surface. The femoral neck and the femoral bone mass are preserved. This allows using a conventional THA with a stem in future revision surgery. It can be recognised that the femoral head diameter in resurfacing is larger than in conventional THA.
1.5. The challenge of patients’ expectations in an ageing population

Generally, THA can be considered a safe intervention yielding high patient satisfaction. One year after surgery, more than 90% of the osteoarthritis patients declare that they are satisfied with the results of their THA [38] and most of them can return to normal life [39]. This success has led to high expectations among patients, orthopaedic surgeons and researchers, since progress in material science addressed many issues emerging during half a century of clinical experience with THA. However, the interaction of the human body with foreign materials that are subjected to alternating mechanical load in a highly corrosive environment still provides challenges. Patients will have to understand and accept that THA "marks the beginning and not the end of treatment" [16] despite almost immediate pain relief and gain in mobility that can be achieved.

Unlike natural joints that have some regenerative capacity, a joint prosthesis is subject to wear from the very beginning of its implantation, and it will degrade. Thus, a joint prosthesis has a limited lifespan and must be replaced sooner or later by revision surgery (see Figure 4). As the population is ageing – especially in developed countries – the probability that patients outlive their primary THA is increasing. Moreover, the demand for primary THA in a younger population, featuring a much higher level of physical activity, is increasing. In other words, the mean age of the patients selected for THA is decreasing whereas patients’ life expectancy is increasing. This will inevitably lead to an increasing number of revision surgeries in the future.

It must be emphasised that the lifespan of a joint prosthesis is shorter the more it is used and the higher it is loaded [40]. Thus, its lifespan will be shorter in younger patients with a higher level of physical activity as illustrated in Figure 5. This explains the special focus in research on the young and (physically) active population, practicing sports and exercising physically demanding jobs, in order to provide more wear resistant materials and designs, as well as surgical methods to facilitate revision surgery and to improve its clinical outcome [26].

The continuous intense research efforts have produced thousands of hip prostheses designs that differ in the materials used, their shape and size, their surface properties and whether they are used with or without bone cement. Thus, prostheses in the current world-wide patient population reflect the whole history of THA. Some patients are still living with hip prostheses implanted in the 1960s [16], whereas new designs were not yet given the time to prove superior longevity. But with each design and at any time complications occurred, which may be related to patient specific issues and pre-existing co-morbidities, to inexperienced surgeons,
flaws in the hip prosthesis design, materials issues, or, usually, combinations thereof. It is therefore a statistical challenge to identify reasons for device failure, and sometimes unacceptably high early complication rates require designs to be removed from the market, before failure reasons can be clarified, and the concerned patient populations need to be followed-up for many years.

1.6. Intended improvements may cause unexpected new problems

Over the past years problems have emerged with some THA systems that belong to the family of third generation MoM implants and which have been designed as hip-resurfacing systems [2]. Many patients have developed pseudotumours, i.e. inflammatory lesions in periprosthetic soft tissues, and exhibit elevated concentrations of cobalt and chromium ions in blood [42] and subsequently require revision surgery. Currently the reasons for the high early failure rates are being analysed. Designs with unusually high short-term revision rates have been identified and removed from the orthopaedic device market. All other MoM designs are under close observation.

Each new THA implant is developed with the intention to outperform the Charnley-type MoP design, which provides the benchmark to date. The performance of hip prostheses may be compared by the percentage of prostheses that survive a certain number of years before they need to be replaced by revision surgery. In Figure 6 survival data of MoM prostheses retrieved from literature are benchmarked against the survival of MoP Charnley-type prostheses, dealing with a group of younger patients with an average age of 32 years at the time of primary THA [43] and a group of older patients with an average age of 56 years at the time of primary THA [44]. The survival curves for older and younger THA patients show that the lifespan of a hip prosthesis is shorter in younger, more physically active patients. MoM designs were reintroduced with the intention to improve the survival of prostheses in younger patients and to achieve survival data at least between the two MoP benchmark curves and as close as possible to the older patients curve in Figure 6.

It is obvious that the first generation of MoM hip prostheses used in the late 1950s could not compete with the Charnley design. Data on second generation MoM implants, showing a 14 year survivorship of 94% of 138 MoM hip prostheses (Metasul™, Zimmer GmbH, Winterthur, Switzerland) implanted in 100 patients between March 1993 and July 1996, confirm that second generation MoM designs can perform as expected [53]. A general improvement from the first to the second generation of MoM implants is obvious.

Hip-resurfacing systems represent the third generation of MoM bearings. There is a large body of medical literature dealing with these devices, however, it is not completely comprehensive or indicative as it covers many different devices and only short follow-
Figure 6: Graphical summary of currently available data on the survival of MoM hip prostheses. The performance of these devices is benchmarked against Charnley-type MoP prostheses. The red and blue curves present Kaplan-Meier survivorship data for Charnley prostheses in young and older patients retrieved from Sochart and Porter [43] and from Callaghan et al. [44], respectively. As explained, the aim of the MoM development was to outperform MoP designs in younger patients, i.e., to achieve a performance as close as possible to the blue curve. This has been achieved so far only in exceptional cases. The alarming data, indicating early device failure are indicated by the circle. The problems with recent MoM designs are confined to some hip resurfacing systems.

up periods of maximum 12 years. The survival data of hip-resurfacing devices as shown in Figure 6 indicate that (i) in general these implants have problems to perform better than Charnley-type MoP prostheses and (ii) that the Birmingham™ Hip Resurfacing (BHR) System performs better than most others. Some of the results obtained with the Birmingham™ Hip Resurfacing and the Pinnacle™ (DePuy, Warsaw, Indiana, USA) system indicate that also hip resurfacing has the potential to catch up with the longevity of MoP hip replacements. However, the reasons for frequent early failure of many MoM hip-resurfacing systems, as well as the role of metallic wear debris and elevated metal-ion concentrations, need to be established.

Gross et al. reported on their experience with 373 MoM hip-resurfacing arthroplasties of the type Cormet™ 2000 (Corin, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, UK): a survivorship of 93% was found after 11 years. These authors state that adverse reactions to wear debris are rare events with a probability of 0.5% after 6 to 11 years follow-up [58]. An analysis of survivorship after 7 years for the first 100, the second 100 and all further THA procedures showed an increase in survivorship from 93% to 98% and illustrates the impact of increased experience of the surgeon on the clinical outcome of THA [58].

Kindsfater et al. [56] published a seven year follow-up on MoM total hip-resurfacing devices of the type Pinnacle™ in 95 patients and found a survivorship of 97.8% from 5 to 7 years after arthroplasty. The difference with respect to the less performing DePuy’s Articular Surface Replacement implant (ASR™) is attributed to the fully hemispherical geometry of the Pinnacle™ acetabular cup design, which reduces the risk of edge loading, i.e., rubbing of the femoral head against the edge of the acetabular cup liner, and improves the mechanical stability of the modular acetabular cup design. No evidence was found for unusually high wear or adverse tissue reactions [56]. However the study does not report on blood serum metal-ion concentrations, which might have also become a problem with these devices as reported recently [2]. Such data are also not covered in the study of Randelli et al. [53], in which however only two patients were tested positively for metal allergies: one showed allergic skin reaction on nickel another one on cobalt. The patient reacting to cobalt had bilateral total hip arthroplasty and periprosthetic osteolysis was
observed bilaterally in the proximal part of the femur, but he was otherwise asymptomatic 11 years after surgery [53].

Recently also significantly increased rates for revision surgery are reported for conventional THA using MoM prostheses with femoral head diameters typically above 36 mm [67]. Already, before hip resurfacing was introduced such devices have became popular because they promised increased joint stability and larger range of movement because the size of such femoral heads corresponds geometrically better to the anatomy of the natural hip joint.

Whereas data from arthroplasty registers provide clear data on failure rates [67], the failure mechanisms and especially the factors that contribute to the formation of pseudotumours are still unclear and a matter of controversy. Large femoral head diameters in MoM devices are related to higher failure rates [67]. At the same time there appears to be a tendency towards lower metal-ion concentrations with increasing head diameter [68] and to higher metal-ion concentrations with increasing inclination angle of the acetabular cup [68], which rather points to alignment problems during surgery than to a simple design issue. On the other hand there appears to be no clear correlation between the incidence of pseudotumours and the orientation of the acetabular cup in MoM hip prostheses [69] and not even with the incidence of well-functioning and painful MoM hip prostheses. Moreover, in one study pseudotumour have been diagnosed in 60% of all patients with MoM hip prostheses whether their implant was working properly or not and even with well-positioned acetabular cups [69].

The collected literature illustrates the difficulties in the assessment of clinical outcome of THA. The number of patients in short-term follow-up of newer devices is in many cases too low to draw statistically significant conclusions to pinpoint the reasons for early failure. However, it is felt necessary to protect patients by acting immediately if failure rates tend to be higher than average. Even assessing the long-term performance of THA devices that had been used widely in the past is difficult since frequently patients are lost for observation [70] and others suffer from co-morbidities that may distort statistical evaluation.
Summary of Chapter 1

- Total hip arthroplasty (THA) is generally considered a safe and cost-effective medical intervention to restore functionality of the hip joint after severe degenerative disease or trauma.
- In THA the damaged joint is replaced by an artificial femoral head articulating against an artificial acetabular cup liner. Both components are anchored in the femoral bone and the pelvis using a stem and an acetabular cup shell, respectively.
- In 2009, in the average of the OECD countries 150 hip joints were replaced by prostheses per 100,000 habitants, and this number is expected to increase. Worldwide of the order of one million THA procedures are performed per annum.
- The lifespan of hip prostheses is limited by wear and is therefore generally lower in patients with higher levels of physical activity.
- Hip prostheses are subject to continuous research and development efforts in order to increase their lifespan and to reduce the likelihood of revision surgery.
- Intense research and development has led to rapidly evolving designs over the last years and is reflected in a large variety of types of hip prostheses on the market that mainly differ by the materials used for the articulating surfaces and the diameter of the femoral head.
- Hip prostheses are categorised according to the material combination used for the combination femoral head on acetabular cup. The most common combinations are metal-on-polyethylene (MoP), metal-on-metal (MoM) and ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC).
- Hip resurfacing is an approach in which the femoral head is trimmed and then capped with a metal shell instead of replacing the complete femoral head. The conservation of the femoral bone is considered an advantage facilitating possible future revision surgery.
- Hip resurfacing requires a metal-on-metal (MoM) material combination.
- Recent evidence shows that with many devices the theoretical advantages of the hip-resurfacing approach cannot be realised to full extent. Some resurfacing devices have shown to exhibit high failure rates within the first five years due to adverse tissue reactions.
- Current problems with MoM hip-resurfacing devices were not seen in the past with conventional MoM prostheses, replacing the femoral head. However, elevated failure rates have recently been reported also from conventional MoM prostheses with large femoral head diameters above 36 mm.
2. Materials used for hip joint prostheses

2.1. Biocompatibility and device modularity

A biocompatible material can be defined as “any material used to make devices to replace a part or a function of the body in a safe, reliable, economic, and physiologically acceptable manner” [71]. The biocompatibility of a material has therefore to be assessed in function of its specific application. Its interaction with the body environment can range from no interaction, i.e. the bioinert case, to a maximum for bioactive or bioresorbable materials.

The term bioinert refers to any material that, once placed in the human body, has minimal interaction with its surrounding tissue [72]. Examples of these are stainless steel, titanium, alumina, partially stabilised zirconia, and ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE). As a consequence of initial inflammatory response on the foreign material, a fibrous capsule can be formed around a bioinert implant. Hence its biofunctionality relies on tissue integration of the implant.

Bioactive materials interact with surrounding tissue through a time-dependent kinetic modification of the surface after implantation. An example for such a material is synthetic hydroxyapatite \([\text{Ca}_10(\text{PO}_4)_6(\text{OH})_2]\) used as a coating on metals to improve and/or accelerate their osteointegration [73]. An ion-exchange reaction between the hydroxyapatite and the surrounding body fluids results in the formation of a biologically active carbonate apatite layer on the implant that is chemically and crystallographically equivalent to the mineral phase of bone. Bioresorbable refers to a material that starts to dissolve after implantation and is slowly replaced by advancing tissue, for example tricalcium phosphate \([\text{Ca}_3(\text{PO}_4)_2]\).

In order to take over the physiological function of a hip joint, a hip prosthesis must feature three different compatibility requirements:

- **Structural requirements**: Since the hip is, after the knee, the body’s second largest weight-bearing joint, the material must exhibit adequate mechanical strength and fatigue strength, i.e., it must resist millions of mechanical loading cycles without fracture.

- **Tribological requirements**: The articulating surfaces must ensure the correct relative motion of the musculoskeletal system without being compromised by wear.

- **Biological requirements**: Stem and shell must provide good osteointegration, all components must resist the highly corrosive body environment, and the inevitably released wear particles and corrosion products must not harm the organism.

Thus, the structural and bearing components should be bioinert, whereas, in the case of cementless fixation, stems and shell of the acetabular cup should exhibit bioactive surfaces for good osteointegration at the same time. To reduce wear, load bearing surfaces must be hard, whereas stem and shell should be as elastic as possible to better match the mechanical properties of the surrounding bone. These contradicting requirements require a modular design of hip prostheses. Additionally, coatings and surface modifications are frequently applied in order to stimulate bone growth and promote osteointegration for stable and durable fixation [73]. Examples are biomimetic titanium coatings, titanium porous surfaces [74], as well as hydroxyapatite plasma-spray coatings [75].

2.2. Material properties and material selection

2.2.1 Metals

Metals are required in orthopaedic applications because they exhibit elevated mechanical strength (see Table 2) and fracture toughness, i.e., the ability to contain a crack and to resist fracture. Today three groups of metals are prevailing for applications in joint replacements. These are [73, 76]:

- Austenitic stainless steels contain as main alloying elements chromium (Cr), nickel (Ni), molybdenum (Mo) and nitrogen (N) and in general exhibit good corrosion resistance. Composition, treatments and properties of wrought stainless steels are described in the standard ISO 5832-1 (implants for surgery – metallic materials) and in ISO 5832-9 (wrought stainless steels with high N content). ISO 5832-1 stainless steel alloys are economic but have limited resistance against localised crevice corrosion [73]. Moreover, their relatively high content of Ni represents a possible source of Ni sensitization for patients who have received a stainless steel hip implant. ISO 5832-9 stainless steel with increased N content, exhibit higher corrosion resistance and improved mechanical characteristics, which entail however more complicated manufacturing procedures and higher cost.
• **Cobalt-chromium-molybdenum (CoCrMo)** alloys, fall under two main categories: cast alloys (ISO 5832-4) and wrought alloys (ISO 5832-5,6,7,8,12). Cast CoCrMo exhibits elevated mechanical properties and optimal corrosion resistance under friction condition. Its main drawbacks are related to their poor fatigue resistance and their high cost. Wrought CoCrMo is even more expensive than cast material, but the higher cost can be justified by the enhanced corrosion and fatigue resistance [77]. The presence of Ni creates some concerns regarding possible nickel sensitization. In contrast to cast CoCrMo, the tribological properties of wrought CoCrMo are too poor for bearing surfaces.

• **Titanium (Ti)** is considered one of the most biocompatible metals, which has determined the success of pure Ti (ISO 5832-2) in dentistry. However, the poor mechanical properties of pure Ti, such as small Young’s elastic modulus and low fracture stress [73, 78], have limited its application in joint replacement. However, titanium alloyed with aluminium (Al), vanadium (V) and niobium (Nb), mainly Ti6Al4V (ISO 5832-3) and Ti6Al7Nb (ISO-5832-11), are best suited for the production of uncemented femoral stems. The numbers in the formulas present the weight percentage of the alloying elements. The improved mechanical properties of Ti alloys are at the expense of a reduced biocompatibility due to the presence of potentially toxic elements, such as aluminium and vanadium. Another limitation of Ti and Ti alloys is the drastic reduction of its outstanding corrosion resistance under friction conditions [73].

### 2.2.2 Polymers - Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene

Ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) is a subset of semi-crystalline thermoplastic polyethylene materials [79, 80]. UHMWPE is a very tough material, with high impact strength [79]. It is highly resistant to corrosive chemicals with the exception of oxidising acids, exhibits a very low friction coefficient, is self-lubricating and highly resistant to abrasion. Its friction coefficient is similar to that of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), but UHMWPE has better abrasion resistance than PTFE [81]. The bulk material can be considered as inert in vivo, a judgement which is however not valid for its wear debris [19, 80].

As already mentioned in Chapter 1, UHMWPE was first employed by Charnley in the early 1960s [8, 16] after unsuccessful attempts to use PTFE as low friction material for the acetabular cup. The different hardness results in a preferential wear of the soft components minimising metal wear, avoiding the formation of metallic wear debris and therefore minimising metal ion release. Moreover the viscoelasticity of UHMWPE can compensate for slight component misalignments and poor working tolerances without causing excessive stresses on the bearing. The weakness of UHMWPE is its poor wear resistance and therefore many efforts have been made to improve it [22, 23, 80, 82].

The use of gamma-ray sterilisation produced a series of early failing devices due to accelerated oxidative ageing of UHMWPE components. However, as a positive side effect of gamma-ray sterilisation, transversal links between polymeric chains were created, forming a net-structure in the bulk material [22, 83]. This structural crosslinking has been optimised since the 1990s using gamma- or beta-ray irradiation, and new generations of crosslinked UHMWPE have been developed [22, 80, 83]. The crosslinked components are subsequently stabilised through thermal treatments (annealing or remelting), or by addition of antioxidant agents, such as Vitamin E [23, 82] in order to eliminate the oxidative effects of irradiation and to fully exploit the benefits of the crosslinked structure. In laboratory tests such liners have demonstrated 95-99% less wear than other highly crosslinked UHMWPE liners [23, 82]. Crosslinked UHMWPE (also referred to as X-UHMWPE or XLPE), while loosing some mechanical strength and becoming more brittle than UHMWPE, shows a significant enhancement of wear resistance [22, 23, 83], and is now the state-of-the-art processing for acetabular cup liners of MoP devices. However, the wear properties of UHMWPE are still limiting the lifespan of MoP hip replacements, due to the adverse reaction of bone tissue triggered by the release of UHMWPE wear debris *in vivo*.

#### 2.2.3 Ceramics

Ceramics have been used in THA since the 1970s. Despite the critical brittleness of ceramics, both the hardness and the wettability of ceramic surfaces result in excellent abrasion and wear resistance [84], resulting in low wear rates. Three types of ceramic materials are used for hip prosthesis:

- **Alumina**, short for aluminium oxide (Al₂O₃). Alumina (ISO 6474-1) represents the gold standard for ceramics in THA thanks to its high compression strength, high hardness, and its resistance to abrasion and chemical attack. Its hydrophilicity plays an important role in the wettability of its surface and consequently on the lubrication efficiency under friction. However, aluminium oxide is a brittle material and cannot stand elevated tensile and impulsive stresses.

- **Zirconia** (zirconium oxide ZrO₂) ceramic has been used in orthopaedics since 1985. It exhibits lower hardness than alumina but higher fracture toughness. Zirconia has three stable crystallographic phases: monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic. Zirconia is commonly mixed with yttria (yttrium oxide, Y₂O₃) to stabilise its tetragonal crystal structure at room temperature. The tetragonal phase has the most suitable
mechanical properties, and thus the fabrication processes have been optimised to maximise this phase in the finished component. Standard ZrO₂ used in orthopaedic applications is therefore yttrium-stabilised tetragonal polycrystalline zirconia (Y-TZP).

- **Alumina-Zirconia Composite Ceramics** have been developed in order to improve the ageing behaviour of Y-TZP and to reduce the brittleness of Al₂O₃. They are commonly referred to as alumina-toughened-zirconia. The martensitic phase transformation of tetragonal ZrO₂ into monoclinic ZrO₂ is exploited to improve the mechanical properties of the composite material. Future progress in processing of nanocomposites may further improve the properties of Y-TZP [85].

### 2.3. Components of modular hip prosthesis

#### 2.3.1. The femoral stem

After the resection of the femoral neck and after the drilling and reaming of the medullary canal of the femur, the stem is placed in the medullary canal [86]. The femoral stem firmly fixes the femoral side of the hip prosthesis to the femoral bone. It must ensure a uniform load transfer from the prosthesis to the lower limb. Stem fixation can be achieved either by a surrounding layer of bone cement, injected into the medullary canal before the stem is inserted, or by press-fitting the stem against the medullary canal walls. The fixation strategy influences the stem design, the choice of the material and the surface finishing. The stem is the component of the hip prosthesis subjected to the highest mechanical stresses. Its material must feature high mechanical strength and fatigue resistance. So far, metals are the only commercial option for stem manufacturing.

Stem length critically influences device stability. A longer stem would improve stability, however, more reaming of medullar canal would be required, cement would have to be injected more distally and less bone would be available for revision surgery. In primary THA a stem in the range of 130 to 140 mm presents a reasonable compromise [3].

The stem cross-section is designed to ensure rotational stability and to reduce stress concentration around the device [3, 87-89]. Some femoral stems additionally feature a collar in correspondence of the calcar bone on the medial side, just underneath the femoral neck. The purpose of this structure is to ensure primary fixation of uncemented stems, to transfer loads to calcar bone and to avoid prosthesis subsidence [90].

The neck angle is an important parameter influencing the load transfer to the whole stem and its long-term resistance [3, 91]. In most cases femoral neck and stem are part of the same metal component. However there is a class of stems, known as modular, in which the two parts are independent and are coupled by means of a taper junction. Such a solution increases the degree of customization of a hip device to meet more closely patient anatomy in terms of neck length and orientation, especially in case of revision surgery [92]. However the increased number of components and taper junctions increase the risk of fretting corrosion [93].

**Structural requirements** of the stem, such as component stiffness and fatigue resistance are discussed in chapter 3.2.

#### 2.3.2. The femoral head

The femoral head is coupled to the stem's neck by means of a taper junction. The diameter of the femoral head plays an important role in determining the achievable range of motion of the artificial joint and its stability against dislocation. Critical parameters for the manufacturing of the femoral heads are:

- the minimum achievable surface roughness, which influences friction and wear rate,
- the maximum outer diameter,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Material class</th>
<th>Most used material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Femoral stem</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>CoCrMo-wrought, Ti-alloys, stainless steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femoral head</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>CoCrMo-cast, stainless steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>Alumina (pure or zirconia-toughened), zirconia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetabular cup liner</td>
<td>Polymer</td>
<td>UHMWPE, XLPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>CoCrMo-cast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>Alumina (pure or zirconia-toughened), zirconia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetabular cup shell</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>Commercially pure titanium, stainless steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Summary of material selection for THA components*
the mechanical resistance of the material to the tensile stresses generated along the taper junction.

Compared to metal femoral heads, ceramic heads feature the highest smoothness, resulting in the lowest friction coefficients, but their maximum diameter is limited by the manufacturing techniques to about 38-40 mm [94]. Increasing femoral head diameters improves the stability and increase the range of motion of the artificial hip joints [95, 96]. Their weak point is the low toughness, i.e. the risk of fragile fracture.

### 2.3.3. The acetabular cup – liner

The liner of the acetabular cup, also known as insert, or socket is the counterpart of the femoral head. It usually features a half-spherical cavity that represents the tribological surface worn by the action of the femoral head. In a hard-soft material coupling the cup represents the soft component. This means that it is the component preferentially worn out. This choice is a precaution, because in a spherical head-socket configuration it ensures that a geometrical change of the two mating surfaces caused by wear does not change too much the kinematics of the relative motion.

The liner is mechanically locked in the shell. A limiting factor for the choice of liner material is the minimum thickness of the shell, which has to ensure the mechanical stability of the acetabular cup. But its maximum external diameter is limited by the space available in the iliac bone that has to host the acetabular cup. Therefore, femoral head diameters exceeding 36 mm can only be used with CoCrMo liners [97]. Otherwise the required minimum thickness of the liner and that of the shell, which has to provide the mechanical stability, would result in an acetabular cup, which is too large for most anatomical situations.

### 2.3.4. The acetabular cup – shell

The shell provides the outer face of the acetabular cup, which must be fixed into the pelvis, either by bone cement or by press-fitting. Its fixation can be enhanced by use of screws inserted into the massive pelvis bone. The design of the external surface is conditioned by the fixation strategy. Uncemented components present porous surface finishing (e.g. sintered Ti beads) or hydroxyapatite coatings to foster improved bone integration [73]. The stress levels reached in shells are lower than those in stems, which in many cases allow the fabrication out of commercially pure titanium.

For MoM couplings, shell and liner may be fabricated from the same material and the acetabular cup may consist of a single component. However, in case of revision surgery the replacement of a component that may still exhibit good bone integration should be avoided. Thus, the shell-liner modularity allows preserving a well fixed shell, replacing only a worn-out liner. When a UHMWPE or ceramic liner is used, the shell ensures the mechanical strength of the acetabular component [3].

## Summary of Chapter 2

- The usage of different materials for the components of a hip prosthesis is necessary to meet the different requirements for each component.
- Stainless steel, cobalt-chromium-molybdenum or titanium alloys are the only materials that provide sufficient mechanical strength for the stem.
- Cast cobalt-chromium-molybdenum alloys, alumina or zirconia provide sufficient strength and hardness for femoral heads.
- The femoral head articulates against the acetabular cup liner. Lowest wear rates are achieved with cast cobalt-chromium-molybdenum alloys and alumina or zirconia.
- The acetabular cup has traditionally been fabricated from UHMWPE to reduce friction at the expense of a higher wear rate.
- Wear of UHMWPE can be significantly reduced by structural crosslinking by gamma- or beta-ray irradiation.
- The acetabular cup shell must provide good osteointegration and the mechanical stability for brittle ceramic or soft UHMWPE liners and is therefore mostly made of pure titanium.
3. Design criteria for hip joint prostheses

3.1. Fixation strategies: cemented and non-cemented prostheses

Fixation of the stem and acetabular cup component in THA can be achieved by using acrylic bone cement (cemented prosthesis) or by press-fitting against the bone (non-cemented prosthesis).

In cemented THA, the cement fixes the implant to the bone and assures uniform load transfer on the whole contact area between implant and bone in order to optimise the load-bearing capacity of the prosthesis-bone and the cement-bone system. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) is the standard material used as bone cement. Bone cement does not bond the prosthesis to bone. It rather acts as filler occupying the space between prosthesis and surrounding bone [3, 4], thereby it fixes the prosthesis in its position and creates a stable interlayer allowing a uniform mechanical load transfer between bone and prosthesis. A homogeneous and complete layer of bone cement between implant and bone is required to achieve this [3, 17] and to prevent high local stresses, leading could lead to local crushing of the bone (periprosthetic fractures), and implant loosening. Cemented stems and acetabular cups must exhibit smooth surfaces in order to avoid stress concentrations that may crack the PMMA layer. Moreover they must be sufficiently stiff to avoid mechanical loading of cement by elastic deformation of the metal.

The disadvantages of acrylic bone cements are related (i) to its dense polymerised structure, which does not allow osteointegration for improved bone fixation, and (ii) to its exothermal polymerisation reaction. A temperature peak during positioning of the implant may cause necrosis of surrounding bone tissue resulting in loosening of the implant. (iii) Necrosis of bone tissue can also be caused by released unreacted monomer molecules. (iv) Moreover, shrinkage during polymerisation of MMA may compromise the fixation of a component [95]. The timing of the preparation of bone cement, the injection technique and achieving a homogeneous thin layer completely filling up the space between implant and bone requires high surgical skills. The surgeon must also have experience in the preparation of the bone cement from the solid (a powder of pre-polymerised MMA) and liquid (the MMA monomer) components, which is done in a short time window just before the cement is needed to fix the implant. A slightly too low monomer content may reduce both toxicity and polymerization peak temperature, but it increases cement viscosity, reduces the available working-time before cement consolidation and makes it difficult to achieve a homogeneous and complete cement layer around the implant. A slightly too high monomer content makes the cement too liquid and it distributes inhomogeneously because it has the tendency to flow. Both deviations may compromise fixation [33].

Non-cemented THA is characterised by a direct press-fit contact between implant components and surrounding bone. The close surface contact between bone and implant shall facilitate bone integration. In order to promote long-term osteointegration of non-cemented components their surface exhibits porous coatings or a porous surface finish, which are intended to be filled by newly forming trabecular bone tissue. Frequently the surfaces are coated with plasma-spray deposited hydroxyapatite [75, 99], Ti sintered beads or plasma-sprayed Ti that shall facilitate integration into hosting bone tissue [74]. The shape of uncemented stems exhibits edges and grooves, which are meant to mechanically enhance primary fixation.

Since the long-term stability relies on the patient’s health status, factors reducing the capability of bone growth, such as age or pathological conditions, limit the application of uncemented THA. In older patients with less vital bone tissue, cement filling allows for a lower degree of accuracy in bone shaping and can compensate for bone defects. Since younger patients have biologically more active bone tissue, uncemented THA is preferred in younger patients. Moreover, this group will more likely undergo revision surgery, which is complicated by the presence of cement and cement debris [4]. The more sophisticated surface requirements for uncemented devices complicate their fabrication [74], which is reflected in the higher price compared with cemented prosthesis [100].

3.2. Fatigue resistance and stiffness of the stem

Mechanical fatigue describes the fact that a material subjected to oscillating mechanical load, as it is typical for a gait cycle, will fail after a certain number of load cycles even if the load is lower than the static load the material can support. The smaller the load amplitude the more load cycles the material will withstand before fracture. Materials usually exhibit a fatigue limit, which defines the load amplitude where the material will not fail even after many millions of load cycles. Material fatigue is a consequence of accumulating microstructural damage that nucleates microscopically small cracks which then grow and propagate until fracture. Shape and surface finish significantly affect the fatigue life. The shape defines where the material has to support the highest...
stresses, and rough surfaces may locally concentrate the stress to levels that promote the formation of cracks. Square holes, sharp corners, scratches, and even laser marks may lead to elevated local stresses where fatigue cracks can initiate. The loading conditions of the femoral stem are so demanding that fatigue fracture can become a concern [101-103], as proven by several case reports giving evidence for fatigue failure initiating from producer laser marks on the implant surface, especially in the neck region [103-105].

The stiffness or rigidity determines the extent to which a component resists to deformation in response to an applied force [106]. Stiffness is determined by geometrical parameters, such as cross-sectional area, shape and length of a stem, and by the elastic modulus of the material. The stiffness of a femoral stem determines its interaction with the surrounding bone, which exhibits very different mechanical properties. Bone is a living tissue whose structure is continuously remodelled by the concurrent action of two classes of cells: the osteoblasts, which build up the bone structure, and the osteoclasts, which break it down [107]. Therefore, bone remodelling is a lifelong process where mature bone tissue is removed from the skeleton (bone resorption) or newly formed (ossification) in response to the local loading conditions. This means that bone may be locally resorbed, where it is not loaded, and recreated or strengthened where more load has to be carried. The implantation of a hip prosthesis is drastically changing the normal physiological load transfer leading to bone response [107, 108].

While the contribution of stem geometry to the structural stiffness can be controlled within certain limits by the design, there is a significant mismatch between the elasticity of bone and all major prosthesis materials. The typical Young’s elastic modulus (see Table 2) of bone is about ten times smaller that of metallic biomaterials. This mechanical mismatch may cause local stress shielding where the prostheses does not transfer load to the surrounding bone. Insufficiently loaded bone responds to this by bone resorption [108]. Excessive bone loss caused in this way will compromise the long-term clinical performance of the prosthesis. Implant migration, aseptic loosening, and fractures around the prosthesis may be the consequences and will require revision surgery. The relationship between implant flexibility and the extent of bone loss is clinically well established. It has been confirmed that changes in bone morphology are a result of adaptive bone remodelling following stress shielding [107, 109].

The combination of these concepts with fixation strategies leads to different stiffness requirements for cemented and uncemented stems. For cementless stem the goal is to reduce stiffness in order to better match the properties of surrounding bone, cemented stem should feature a higher stiffness to reduce the amount of stress transmitted to bone cement in order to avoid cement fracture. Therefore, frequently cemented stems are made of CoCrMo alloy or stainless steel and uncemented stems from Ti alloys, which have a significantly lower elastic modulus.

3.3. Femoral head diameter and range of motion

The last decade has seen a trend towards larger femoral head diameters, which comes closer to the anatomy of a healthy natural hip joint and yields enhanced stability against dislocation and a wider range of motion [95, 96]. Both factors determine the level of physical activity that can be accomplished by the patients. For metal or ceramic on UHMWPE joints an increased head size yields results in a larger sliding distance and higher sliding velocity on the articulating surfaces and thus on increased polymer wear. Therefore prosthesis with larger femoral head diameters cannot be realised with UHMWPE. Additionally, with a larger femoral head diameter, the inner and outer diameter of the acetabular liner would have to become larger too. If soft UHMWPE or brittle ceramic material would be used for the liner, the thickness of the shell would be reduced, because its external diameter is limited by the anatomy of the pelvis in which it has to fit. As a consequence a thinner shell could not provide sufficient mechanical stability to support a soft or brittle material for the liner. Thus large femoral head sizes require metallic acetabular cup liners or monoblock acetabular cups, where shell and liner are made of a single piece of metal, so called “monoblocks”, to provide sufficient mechanical strength [94]. Since the maximum diameter of ceramic femoral heads that can be fabricated, without increased risk of brittle fracture, is currently limited to about 40 mm [94], MoM couplings are currently the only material choice for prostheses with large femoral-head diameters. Therefore, also all hip-resurfacing systems, which are available with head diameters up to 58-60 mm are MoM devices [12, 30].

3.4. Bone conservation: resurfacing versus conventional joint replacement

Hip-resurfacing prothesis have been developed for young and active patients with good bone quality that will outlive their prosthesis and very likely will undergo revision surgery [29, 30]. Revision THA is more complex than primary THA, is more invasive, has a higher risk and has usually poorer outcome, especially if the stem or the acetabular shell must be replaced [110]. The idea of hip resurfacing is to conserve femoral bone mass in primary THA by trimming the femoral head and covering it with a semi-spherical usually cemented metal cap. On the acetabular side the intervention is equivalent with conventional THA [31]. Hence, if revision will be required a stem can be placed in the femur for the first time, thus facilitating surgery.
Femoral head diameters in hip resurfacing of 45-55 mm should reduce the risk of dislocation and improve joint stability. However, the trimming of the femoral head and the large head diameters are less forgiving for surgical inaccuracies and increase the risk of misalignments [2, 12]. This makes the surgical procedure more demanding and requires a high degree of surgical skills and experience. These difficulties in achieving biomechanically and anatomically proper joint function are reflected in a high rate of femoral neck fractures [32, 33]. Slight misalignments are more frequent than in conventional THA and may cause excessive wear. Since hip resurfacing requires MoM designs which entail the risk of metal ion release the method cannot be applied in cases of known metal allergy, hypersensitivity and should be avoided in patients with renal insufficiency [111, 112] and women of childbearing age [113]. This should also be considered in the selection of the femoral head diameter of conventional MoM hip prostheses [67].

### 3.5. Biomechanical loading conditions and testing

The knowledge of stress levels at bearing surfaces is fundamental for the prediction of wear behaviour of THA in vivo. The mechanical loads transferred from the pelvis to the femur during gait were measured and characterized by Paul in 1966 [114]. Paul identified a double-peak load curve that is still the reference for designing loading conditions for simulator wear testing of hip prostheses. ISO-14242 part 1 and part 3 standards have included the Paul curve in the set of wear test parameters. Considering the importance of wear processes, wear testing represents a fundamental step in the development of new hip prostheses designs. The test phase consists of two steps. In a screening phase the material combination exhibiting the lowest wear rate is determined, and in a second phase this combination is evaluated in the shape and size of the actual prosthesis in wear simulators [115].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$E$ in GPa</th>
<th>$\sigma_y$ in MPa</th>
<th>$\sigma_{ult}$ in MPa</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{max}$ in %</th>
<th>$\sigma_f$ in MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cortical bone</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>100-300</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA* (bone cement)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless steel, type 316L</td>
<td>205-210</td>
<td>170-750</td>
<td>465-950</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoCrMo (cast alloy)</td>
<td>220-230</td>
<td>450-530</td>
<td>655-890</td>
<td>11-17</td>
<td>207-310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoCrMo (wrought, low C content)</td>
<td>875-995</td>
<td>1320-1450</td>
<td>19-26</td>
<td>670-800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoCrMo (wrought, high C content)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>1510</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercially pure Ti (≤ 0.4% O)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>15-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-4Al-6V</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>850-900</td>
<td>960-970</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>610-625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-6Al-7Nb</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-35.5Nb-5.7Ta-7.3Zr</td>
<td>55-66</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-13Nb-13Zr</td>
<td>79-84</td>
<td>863-908</td>
<td>973-1037</td>
<td>10-16</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>350-380</td>
<td>350*</td>
<td>400 (flexural)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrO2-TZP</td>
<td>150-210*</td>
<td>650*</td>
<td>900* (flexural)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHMWPE#</td>
<td>0.8-2</td>
<td>≈ 21</td>
<td>≈ 50</td>
<td>≈ 400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Mechanical properties of biomaterials used in THA in comparison with cortical bone as host tissue. $E$ denotes Young’s elastic modulus, $\sigma_y$ denotes the yield stress (start of plastic deformation), $\sigma_{ult}$ the ultimate tensile strength (maximal stress before rupture), $\epsilon_{max}$ the maximum elongation of the material before rupture and $\sigma_f$ the fatigue strength defined as the maximum stress amplitude the material supports for at least $10^7$ load cycles. The data are taken from [78] unless marked with * (taken from [73]) or † (taken from [80]). The data are subject to variations depending on details of fabrication techniques, carbon, oxygen and nitrogen contents and heat treatments.*
Summary of Chapter 3

- The stem may be fixed to the femoral bone by using acrylic bone cement (cemented stem) or by press fit (non-cemented stem).
- Cemented stems require a thin homogeneous layer of bone cement between stem and femoral bone in order to achieve uniform load transfer.
- In order to avoid cement fracture, cemented stems must be stiff and must exhibit a smooth surface. Non-cemented stems exhibit rough and frequently coated surfaces in order to allow ingrowth of newly-formed bone tissue.
- Non-cemented stems require biologically active bone tissue. Cementation is preferred in older patients with biologically less active tissue and in patients with bone defects.
- In theory, larger femoral head diameters improve the stability of the hip joint and increase the range of motion, but size is limited by anatomical constraints and the mechanical properties of the materials used for the acetabular cup.
- In hip resurfacing the trimmed femoral head is capped with a metal shell, which results in femoral head diameters that are larger than for most conventional hip prostheses. Since the outer diameter of the acetabular cup is limited by anatomy, the required mechanical stability of the thin acetabular cup can only be achieved by metal-on-metal (MoM) coupling.
- The theoretical benefits of large femoral head diameters cannot be realised in many cases due to effects very likely caused by release of metal ions and wear debris.
4. Tribology of hip joint prostheses

4.1. Wear, wear processes and lubrication conditions

Wear is recognised as the most important limitation to long term stability of hip devices. Great attention is devoted to tribological aspects of THA [115, 117, 118]. Wear occurs when two surfaces in contact are subjected to a relative motion and material is released. The presence of a lubricant film in the contact region can mitigate surface damage. Wear depends on three factors:

1. the load compressing the two surfaces and determining their contact stress,
2. the relative motion that continuously modifies the location and extent of the contact area,
3. and the lubricant interrupting the direct contact of the two surfaces.

Different wear processes are distinguished [119-121]:

- **Adhesive wear** can be described as plastic deformation in very small areas of the surface layers. This results in increasing surface roughness and the creation of protrusions above the original surfaces. In THA this condition is given in the case of UHMWPE wear.

- **Abrasive wear** occurs when a hard rough surface slides across a softer surface and the softer material is abraded by the microscopic asperities on the harder surface.

- **Third body wear** is a particular case of abrasive wear caused by hard particles of a third material entrapped on the surface of the softer material. Its presence can cause damage even of the hard surface. Such a situation may be created after revision of a fractured CoC prosthesis, when residual ceramic fracture debris may cause massive wear on the replacement femoral head made of steel and a UHMWPE acetabular liner [122].

- **Surface fatigue** occurs when the surface is weakened by cyclic loading, and fatigue wear produces wear particles that are detached by cyclic crack growth from surface microcracks.

- **Corrosion related wear**, or tribocorrosion, is a material degradation process due to the combined effect of corrosion and wear, especially when friction destroys an oxide passivation layer and exposes fresh material to corrosion thereby creating new oxide on the surface which is then rubbed off again [123].

Lubrication is generally defined as the means of controlling friction and wear of interacting surfaces in relative motion under load [124]. The type of contact between the surfaces and the distribution of the lubricant in between them determines the efficiency of lubrication. The lubrication conditions can roughly be classified by three lubrication regimes as illustrated in Figure 7 [94, 121, 124]:

- **Boundary lubrication**: The interaction between the surfaces takes place over extended areas. This occurs in hard-soft couplings, when one surface is deformable and the other one is not.

- **Mixed lubrication**, also known as elastohydrodynamic lubrication: direct contact between articulating surfaces is limited to small regions. This occurs when at least one surface features some asperities allowing for penetration of a fluid lubricant forming a nearly complete layer.

- **Fluid-film lubrication**: the surfaces are completely separated and the load is fully supported by the fluid film of the lubricant. This configuration occurs in hard-hard couplings between non-deformable well-polished surfaces with optimal clearance.

Manufacturing technology plays a key role in achieving a low residual surface roughness and hence controlling clearance.

The desirable situation is fluid-film lubrication, due to a complete separation of the surfaces, which can be realised most easily in hard-hard tribological couplings. The use of a rather soft material, such as UHMWPE, coupled with either ceramic or metal, limits the regime of lubrication to the boundary condition. In this case, the wear of the soft material cannot be avoided. Technical improvements, such as crosslinking of UHMWPE result in a harder material and may improve lubrication conditions. The MoM coupling is much harder than MoP, but still softer than CoC. It is difficult to achieve an optimal surface finish for the MoM pairing and residual asperities favour the development of a mixed lubrication regime [125].

The best scenario is the fluid-film lubrication regime producing the lowest wear amounts. It can be realised

2 Clearance means the distance between the articulating surfaces and defines the thickness of the lubricating fluid film. It is the difference between the diameters of the acetabular cup liner and the femoral head and therefore depends strongly on the achievable surface roughness and the fabrication tolerances for both components.
with a CoC hard-hard pairing due to the extreme hardness of ceramics and the very low residual surface roughness that can be achieved.

CoM bearings feature a ceramic femoral head with an outstanding low surface roughness, and a hard metal acetabular cup with a rougher surface. Therefore, wear proceeds in two phases. In an initial *running-in period* metal asperities are polished away by the harder ceramic, and more wear can be expected than in CoC articulations, but less than in MoM devices. The following *steady-state phase* is characterised by a constant wear rate which is significantly lower than in MoM devices, where both bearing parts exhibit the same hardness, which makes polishing during the running in phase less efficient, because there is no clear sacrificial surface [126].

In summary, CoC is the best choice for minimizing wear due to highest hardness, highest scratch resistance, high wettability and good lubrication. MoM bearings are however the only option for producing femoral heads with diameters above 38-40 mm [94]. A combination of both materials in CoM prostheses represents a good trade-off between low wear and articulation size [126, 127].
### 4.2. Tribological material combinations in total hip arthroplasty

In the following Table 3 a concise overview is given on the tribological couplings used in THA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| MoP (UHMWPE) | - Most commonly used, longest experience and follow-up (> 40 years in some cases)  
- Most economic device | - High polyethylene wear volumes  
- Late aseptic loosening possible in response to exposure to polyethylene wear debris  
- Insufficient longevity for patients younger 60-65 years | - Wear rate ≈ 0.1 mm/year [128] |
| MoP (crosslinked UHMWPE) | - Expectation of drastically reduced wear rate and reduced risk of aseptic loosening | - Introduced 1998 [14] follow-up period still limited (< 10-15 years) | - 0.01-0.02 mm/year [14] |
| MoM | - Low volumetric wear rate  
- Improved joint stability due to larger femoral head diameters (28 - 60 mm)  
- Low rate of aseptic loosening | - Risk of metallosis, metal allergy and hypersensitivity  
- Unknown long-term effects of exposure to metal ions | - 0.005 mm/year [14]  
- Used since the 1950s, reintroduced 1986 [14], FDA approval only in 1999, now used in about 1/3 of all THA procedures in the US [129]  
- Not recommended in case of renal insufficiency [112] or in women in childbearing age [113]  
- Hip resurfacing requires large femoral head diameters; this is only possible with MoM |
| MoM HRS | - Femoral bone conserved; facilitates revision surgery  
- Improved joint stability and range of motion due to larger femoral head size  
- Low volumetric wear rate | - Surgically more delicate  
- Elevated risk of femoral neck fracture  
- Risk of excessive wear  
- Pseudotumours observed  
- Increased blood metal-ion concentrations  
- Possibly enhanced toxicity due to nanotoxic effects of nanized wear debris | - 0.005 mm/year [14]  
- Hip resurfacing requires large femoral head diameters; this is only possible with MoM |
| CoP | - Wear rate reduced compared to MoP  
- Elasticity of UHMWPE mitigates fracture risk of ceramic femoral head | - Still residual polyethylene wear with late risk of aseptic loosening | - 0.03 – 0.1 mm/year [130, 131]  
- 0.01 mm/year with vitamin E stabilised XLPE |
| CoM | - Improved joint stability and range of motion due to larger femoral head size of up to 38-40 mm possible  
- Low volumetric wear rates | - Catastrophic fragile fracture of ceramic components  
- No experience with metal-ion release; debris even smaller than with MoM (6-7nm) [127] | - Reduced in vitro wear rates [132, 133]  
- CoCrMo acetabular cup components provide stability for larger ceramic femoral heads |
| CoC | - Highest wear resistance and lowest wear rate  
- Weak tissue interaction with ceramic wear debris [134]  
- Low risk of aseptic loosening [28]  
- High scratch resistance  
- Very low surface roughness  
- Good lubrication conditions  
- High wettability | - Catastrophic fragile fracture of ceramic components  
- Tiny fracture debris may cause third body wear after revision  
- Squeaking affects 1-20% of the patients [28] at least temporarily  
- Most expensive device | - < 0.003 mm/year [14]  
- Used in Europe since the 1980s; FDA approval only recently [135]  
- With latest generation of ceramics head diameters up to 40 mm can be realised [24, 132, 133]  
- Head failure rates now below 0.02-0.004% [28] |

**Table 3:** Summary of the most important advantages and disadvantages of tribological couplings in THA.
Table 4 gives some recent figures concerning the use of specific tribological couplings from the national arthroplasty registers in Denmark, Norway and England & Wales in 2010 [136-138]. It indicates significant regional differences, which do not necessarily reflect the situation in other countries. As shown in Table 4 it is evident that the MoP coupling is the most applied with an increasing use of cross-linked UHMWPE. In Norway CoP has gained popularity as an alternative. CoC and MoM (including hip-resurfacing devices) play a minor role compared to the use of polymer couplings.

4.3. Corrosion and wear effects

The human body is a chemically very aggressive environment and foreign implant materials are permanently exposed to extracellular tissue fluids, which are aqueous solutions of complex organic compounds, oxygen, sodium, chloride, bicarbonate, potassium, calcium, magnesium, phosphate, amino acids, and other corrosive species, such as peroxides [73, 139]. Only gold and a few other metals like platinum are electrochemically sufficiently resistant to corrosion under such conditions, but they are mechanically not strong enough for orthopaedic applications. From an electrochemical point of view, all metals currently used for orthopaedic implants can be oxidised by body fluids and become protected against further corrosion by an oxide layer. In electrochemistry this effect is called passivation [73, 76, 140]. It is the ability of a metal to form an ultra-thin surface layer of corrosion products, usually insoluble oxides, on its surface, acting as a barrier to further oxidation. Stainless steels, cobalt-chromium-molybdenum alloys (CoCrMo), pure titanium (Ti) and titanium alloys feature such passivation capabilities. Their corrosion resistance depends on the stability of the oxidised surface layer. Any chemical or mechanical breakdown of this layer causes localised corrosion phenomena such as crevice, pitting, fretting or tribocorrosion [73, 76, 140].

Compared to stainless steel and CoCrMo alloy the adhesion of the oxide layer on Ti-alloys is the weakest. Therefore Ti-alloys are suitable for manufacturing of structural components but they cannot be employed for tribological applications since the oxide layer would be quickly scraped off [73, 76, 140].

Galvanic corrosion occurs when two different metals are in electrical contact with each other and are immersed in a common electrolyte. This kind of corrosion may be an issue for modular prosthesis, wherever components made of different metals are put in contact e.g. at taper junctions between stem and femoral head.

Corrosion results in release of ions and/or debris particles especially when passivation layers are scraped off from surfaces exposed to wear or fretting. These corrosion products may cause adverse tissue reactions, which are among the most prominent clinical complications and may compromise the outcome of THA.

These biological consequences are described in further detail in chapter 6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Couplings</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Norway</th>
<th>England and Wales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MoP</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoP</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoM</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoC</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others / Data missing</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>[136]</td>
<td>[137]</td>
<td>[138]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Use of different tribological couplings in some European countries in 2010 according to national arthroplasty register data.
Summary of Chapter 4

- A theoretical understanding of the tribology of artificial hip joints is essential for reducing wear and corrosion of hip prostheses.
- The tribological performance of hip prostheses can be characterised by the wear rate in millimetres or cubic millimetres of material lost from the surfaces per year.
- Metal-on-polymer (MoP) and ceramic-on-polymer (CoP) prostheses exhibit the highest wear rates. If the UHMWPE is replaced by the highly crosslinked UHMWPE (XLPE), the wear rate can be reduced by a factor of 10.
- Metal-on-metal (MoM) and ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) have wear rates that are again a factor of 5 to 10 lower than those of metal-on-highly-crosslinked UHMWPE.
- Ceramic material couplings have the most favourable tribological properties.
5. Clinical aspects

5.1. Indications for total hip arthroplasty

The most common medical indication for THA is advanced osteoarthritis, a degenerative joint disease, leading to pain, loss of mobility and disabilities. Primary osteoarthritis is related to ageing, as the cartilage becomes less resilient, and to heavy physical activity. A hereditary component may also be involved. When the disease can no longer be managed by moderate physical activity, weight reduction, manual therapy or medication with analgesics THA has to be envisaged. Osteoarthritis accounts for over two thirds of the THA procedures [141].

The second most common indication is rheumatoid arthritis, which is a systemic inflammatory disorder probably caused by a systemic autoimmune response. Severely affected joints are candidates for joint arthroplasty when medication with analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs and steroids can no longer control the symptoms.

Other indications are the reconstruction of dysplastic hip joints or following bone defects caused by accidents or diseases, avascular necrosis (necrosis of bone tissue due to interruption of blood supply), and other rare diseases that compromise hip function [3, 7].

5.2. Choice of prosthesis

The first decision to be made is between a cemented or uncemented hip prosthesis [4]. Nowadays cementation is mainly used in patients aged above 60-65 years with compromised bone quality. Uncemented prostheses are preferred for younger patients with good bone quality since the stem and the acetabular cup shell are pressed fitted in the cavities prepared in the femur and the pelvis, respectively, and the bone must withstand the forces exerted by the press fit (see chapter 3.1).

Hip prostheses are available in various dimensions, geometries and with different diameters of the femoral head. Combinations should be used that best allow the reconstruction of the proper physiological function of the hip joint considering the anatomic situation of the patient. Bone shall be conserved as much as possible and geometries should be preferred allowing for this. For the femoral component a decision is required whether to apply a hip-resurfacing system, as advocated by some surgeons for younger patients [29, 31], or whether to use conventional THA systems with a stem.

An important decision concerns the material combination for the load bearing surfaces (see Table 3).

Surgeons frequently have their own material preferences and consequently individual experience profiles. Patients may influence the choice of the material combination by selecting the surgeon of their choice. There are contraindications for metal-on-metal devices [2] such as known metal allergies or hypersensitivity [30], also the usually increased metal ion concentrations in the blood [13, 14] have to be considered as risk factors, especially in patients affected by renal insufficiency [111, 112] or in women of childbearing age [113].

The large variety of components on the market is, to a certain extent, a necessity to find solutions matching patient specific requirements.

5.3. Surgical aspects

There are several surgical approaches for THA, which differ in the operative access to the hip joint. They have different implications concerning the preservation of the attachment of muscles to the joint [142] and they have different surgical risk profiles e.g. concerning possible nerve damage and immediate postoperative joint stability. The traditional surgical techniques – transtrochanteric approach (Charnley), anterior approach (Smith – Peterson), lateral approach (Haringe), anterolateral approach (Watson – Jones), posterior approach (Gibson) – have been recently compiled by Malhotra [143].

Preoperative planning, experience, practice and manual skills of the surgeon are a key factor in achieving good results [3, 12, 144, 145]. This holds especially for the more complex and difficult hip resurfacing [2, 12, 32]. Inexperienced surgeons may have difficulties achieving accurate positioning of the acetabular cup and the femoral head and deviations from the accurate position will lead to accelerated wear, edge loading and an increased risk of periprosthetic femoral neck fracture [32]. Femoral neck fracture alone accounts for about 40% of all revisions in hip resurfacing [12].

Gross et al. [58] demonstrated this by reporting their experience with 373 metal-on-metal hip-resurfacing arthroplasty procedures. An analysis of prostheses’ survivorship after 7 years for the first 100, the second 100 and all further surgeries shows an increase of the survivorship from 93% to 98%. Surgeon-related data are rarely made available and would not even be necessarily conclusive since in hospitals more experienced surgeons usually deal with the more difficult cases.

Computer-assisted surgery [146] might help to improve the overall outcome but also use of this technology
has to be learnt, and surgeons have to be capable of performing well when, for whatever reason, such technology fails or is not applicable.

A new approach is minimally invasive hip surgery. Whereas minimal invasiveness may have its benefits in a lot of surgical procedures at the moment it appears that patients cannot benefit from it in THA [147]. Fehring et al. [148] reported of “catastrophic complications of minimally invasive hip surgery”. It is evident from the size of the implants and the delicate task to reconstruct a physiologically and biomechanically fully operative joint that full visualization of the anatomical landmarks in the operation field is important [3, 143]. The use of minimally invasive techniques is a matter of controversy [148, 149] since one should resist trying to realise short-term benefits at the expense of long-term outcome [150] since malpositioning of the artificial hip joint and soft tissue damage cannot be excluded. This does not contradict that especially gifted surgeons may achieve competitive results even by minimally invasive surgery.

5.4. Clinical results and possible complications

Patients expect from THA to recover pain-free mobility and to overcome restrictions in their private and professional activities. In this respect THA is a very successful treatment, since more than 80% of the patients are satisfied with the result after surgery [38, 151]. Nunley et al. [39] conducted a survey among 806 patients, followed up for a mean of (2.3 ± 0.8) years after surgery and having a mean age of (50 ± 7) years at the time of surgery. 94% of these patients returned to their usual job after surgery, and the number of patients with hip-related job restrictions dropped from 20% before to 3% after surgery [39].

The long-term clinical outcome of THA is determined by the materials and components used, by the surgeon and the patient himself. Durable solutions of THA can only be achieved if the surgeon manages to reconstruct the hip joint in a way that it can fulfil its proper function, and if a stable fixation of all components can be achieved. This requires a high degree of skill and practice.

Deviations from the perfect biomechanical alignment will increase hip loads and result in higher loosening rates [3, 4]. This may sometimes be compromised by the health conditions of the patient at the time of surgery. The mechanical load profile after surgery must avoid overload peaks or permanent overloading. Therefore, patients must be instructed adequately during rehabilitation [152]. Hip load is increasing linearly with body weight, and thus obesity is considered a risk factor that may compromise long-term performance of THA. However, with increasing walking speed, hip load increases exponentially [3], which makes THA more demanding for younger patients. Especially, frequent high peak loads as they occur e.g. in contact sports challenge the clinical outcome of THA. Wroblewski et al. [16] emphasise that patients must be aware that “operation of total hip arthroplasty marks the beginning and not the end of treatment”, and this treatment should last for up to 200 million gate cycles in a young patient [94].

High rates of infection of up to 11% have been reported in the 1950s and 1960s [3]. Infection is still a serious complication, but not frequent. In 2003, surgery-related risks within 90 days after primary THA have been reported as 1.0% for mortality, 0.9% for pulmonary embolus, 0.2% for wound infection. They are higher after revision surgery with 2.6%, 0.8%, and 0.95%, respectively [153].

Dislocation, i.e., the physical disconnection between the femoral head and the acetabular cup, is a common complication in the first weeks after surgery (see Figure 8), when tissue strength has not yet been recovered and especially when small diameter femoral heads are used. The rates for dislocation within 90 days after THA are 3.1% after primary THA and 8.4%, after revision surgery. More experienced surgeons achieve lower dislocation rates [153]. Unequal leg length can be caused by improper selection of the stem dimensions or problems occurring during surgery. Temporary pain may occur after THA since the muscles of the compromised hip before surgery have to readapt to the anatomical normal condition that shall be recovered [3]. Chronic pain can be caused by nerve damage during surgery or by muscles rubbing against components of the prosthesis [142].

Breakage of stem has become a rare issue. It was observed more frequently in the past with cemented stems. Oscillating gait loads led to fatigue failure, when the distal part was well fixed with cement, whereas the proximal part was loose. These problems have been solved by improved cementing techniques [3].

The most frequent reason for revision surgery is the loosening of the stem and/or the acetabular cup, i.e., the loss of contact between bone and implant. The reasons are various, such as a misalignment of the cup that may increase hip loads and promote femoral loosening. An insufficient contact between bone and implant may locally cause stress shielding, because the implantation of a femoral stem results in a load transmission, which differs from the natural physiological loading conditions in the femur [109]. Where the bone-implant contact is weak, an adaptive remodelling occurs [107], and bone is locally resorbed where it no longer carries load.

The most important problem is aseptic loosening, which has been traced back in MoP prostheses to an inflammatory response to polyethylene wear debris. As polyethylene wear rates of 0.1 mm per year are to be considered normal, exposure to wear debris persists during the whole lifespan of the component. Wear particles larger than a certain critical size (0.2 - 0.8 µm [154]) are phagocytised by macrophages which initiates
an interleukin-induced activation of osteoclasts leading to periprosthetic osteolysis [18]. Aseptic loosening can affect patients even decades after surgery following a long period of subtle progression of periprosthetic tissue destruction in response to exposure to wear debris. Even asymptomatic patients may be candidates for revision surgery if there is radiological evidence for wear-induced abnormalities (see Figure 9). Since aseptic loosening has not been observed or reported as an important failure mechanism in first generation MoM implants [53], metallurgical improvements of CoCrMo alloys and reduced fabrication tolerances for prosthetic devices motivated the reintroduction of MoM hip implants.

While the risk of osteolysis is low with MoM hip implants, patients with such devices have permanently raised concentrations of chrome and cobalt metal ions in their blood, which was in general not associated with complications in the past [13]. Recently, in many patients with hip-resurfacing THA abnormal periprosthetic soft-tissue reactions have been observed [2, 42, 155]. These are sterile inflammatory lesions found in the soft tissues surrounding MoM hip implants with still unclear pathogenesis [155]. Since biopsy of such lesions is difficult to distinguish from necrotic tumour tissue, they were labelled as pseudotumours, but also other descriptions have been used in literature such as bursae, cysts or inflammatory masses [42].

An agreement on an unambiguous nomenclature would be desirable and also a systematic investigation in conventional MoM THA patients especially with large diameter femoral heads. At the moment there is no information available whether the early failure of conventional MoM prostheses with large femoral head diameters is also related with the formation of pseudotumours.

Pseudotumours may cause severe symptoms that frequently require revision surgery and also compromise the success of revision surgery [42]. In pseudotumour tissues tiny metal debris particles have been found [156] and their incidence is accompanied by increased metal ion concentrations in blood serum which points to excessive wear as possible reason [42, 54, 157]. However, available information is still limited and the impact on the management of patients with hip-resurfacing implants is a matter of controversy. Langton et al. [54] do not believe that the vast majority of resurfacing patients will experience severe soft-tissue reactions. These authors estimate that less than 1% of patients will develop reactions to normally wearing bearing surfaces, and Gross et al. [58] report that adverse reactions to wear debris are rare events with a probability of 0.5% after 6 to 11 years follow-up. Thus the problem would be confined to excessive wear. However, Matthies et al. [155] studied the effect of adverse cup position and in consequence increased wear rates and elevated metal-ion concentrations in blood, and could not attribute the occurrence of pseudotumours to these parameters. In their study also two thirds of the patients with well positioned acetabular cups showed pseudotumours. Therefore, it is suggested that patient susceptibility would likely be more important [155] and that there may be an appreciable number of asymptomatic pseudotumours eventually becoming symptomatic [42].

**Figure 8: Dislocation of hip prosthesis**

**Figure 9: Focal osteolysis (see arrow) in proximal femur caused by polyethylene wear particles; eccentric position of femoral head within cup is consistent with polyethylene wear.**
Summary of Chapter 5

- The most common medical indications for THA are osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis.
- The proper choice of the type and design of prosthesis are essential for the long-term outcome of THA.
- Minimally invasive surgery is not yet sufficiently developed to ensure the same long-term benefits as obtained with the various commonly applied surgical methods.
- The long-term outcome of THA depends on factors that are related with the prosthesis that has been implanted. Furthermore, the expertise and practice of the surgeon are of utmost importance, but also the health status of the patient and his postoperative physical activities.
- The most important complication, which limits the lifespan of metal-on-polyethylene (MoP) prosthesis, is aseptic loosening due to an inflammatory reaction against polyethylene wear debris that can occur even many years after surgery.
- Aseptic loosening is much less frequent in patients with metal-on-metal (MoM) and ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) prostheses.
- Adverse tissue reactions, such as the formation of pseudotumours of unclear pathogenesis, are frequent complications in patients with hip-resurfacing devices.
6. Wear, corrosion and potentially related cancer risk

6.1. Exposure to wear debris and corrosion products

6.1.1. Origin and dissemination of wear debris

Currently used prosthetic materials are the result of a long optimisation and selection process [73, 80] and revolutionary improvements are unlikely in the near future. For some recent innovations, such as the introduction of crosslinked UHMWPE, the follow-up periods are still too short to assess their long-term advantages over hitherto used UHMWPE in clinical application.

Under the loading conditions prevailing in articulating surfaces of artificial hip joints polyethylene debris is created with a typical size of 0.2 µm to 5 µm, whereas metallic debris released from MoM prosthesis exhibits typically a size of 50 nm [159, 160].

Debris particles can also be generated and released from surfaces not designed for tribological applications, such as conical taper junctions (Figure 10) or in case of micromotion between stem and bone or stem and cement along the stem surface and analogously on interfaces on the acetabular side that should not be subjected to movements under normal conditions [93, 161].

Whatever materials are used, the dissemination of wear particles to liver, spleen or abdominal lymph nodes after hip or knee replacement is a common feature [161]. But usually size and concentration of such disseminated debris particles appears to be pathologically not relevant [161]. The disseminated particles found by Urban et al. [161] were mostly not generated from articulating surfaces. They had been generated by wear of metal against bone cement, metal against bone or in taper junctions (see Figure 10) between femoral head and stem, or by micromotion between shell and liner of the acetabular cup. Since femoral components with large head diameters increase the mechanical stress at the taper junction between stem and head, such geometries could also increase the release of small metallic debris from these areas [2]. This implies that even for CoC bearings a certain amount of metallic debris particles can be disseminated in the body.

6.1.2. Aseptic loosening

Polyethylene wear limits the lifespan of Charnley-type hip prostheses. It is the dominating long-term complication in THA and the main reason for aseptic loosening [19]. Polyethylene wear debris starts a subtle inflammatory response, which becomes more pronounced as osteolysis progresses [18, 154]. Polyethylene particles above a critical size of about 0.2 µm to 0.8 µm can be phagocytosed by macrophages [154] and initiate a series of physiological reactions illustrated in Figure 11, which finally lead to osteolysis and aseptic loosening of the implant. This particle-induced periprosthetic osteolysis may affect both the acetabular and the femoral prostheses’ components.

Figure 10: Small debris can also be released from conical taper junctions in use to join the femoral head with the femoral stem or to assemble stem components when patient specific requirements have to be met. [158].
6.1.3. Size and size effects of wear debris

In order to avoid periprosthetic osteolysis ascribed to exposure to polyethylene debris MoM devices were reintroduced in the late 1980s, and wear resistant CoC bearings were developed [30]. As can be recognised from Table 5 the wear volumes realised with MoM combinations are much lower than those with MoP and CoP devices. However, metal debris is much smaller than polyethylene debris and therefore, in spite of drastically reduced wear volumes, in a given time period the number of metallic particles is much higher than the corresponding number of polyethylene. A quantitative analysis of wear particles obtained by simulator testing is becoming increasingly difficult with decreasing particles size because the particles have to be collected and isolated from the lubricant while preserving their characteristic properties and size distribution [162]. The simulator data are however supported by analysing periprosthetic tissue samples. In biopsy samples, nanoparticles of 10 nm to 50 nm size were found in phagosomes of macrophages [156]. The particles were rich in Cr and free of Co [156, 160].

Due to its small size, metallic wear debris may be internalised by cells in different ways than polyethylene particles, e.g. by pinocytosis instead of phagocytosis, which likely changes its biological effect [162]. With first and second generation MoM prostheses no significant osteolysis and aseptic loosening has been observed or reported [12, 163]. This has been interpreted as the absence of pathologically relevant toxicity [13]. Individual cases of osteolysis had been explained however by cytotoxicity of small metallic wear debris [14, 164].

The high mobility of small metallic debris particles and the damage they may cause was known before they had been classified as nanoparticles (< 100 nm) and a lot of research had started in nanotoxicology. As early as 1993, Haynes et al. [165] found that CoCr nanoparticles are toxic to macrophages. Case at al. [166] reported on small metallic wear debris particles infiltrating periprosthetic tissues like regional lymph nodes, and it was supposed that high doses of CoCr wear particles could cause cytotoxicity and genotoxicity and were responsible for tissue necrosis in bone marrow, periprosthetic connective tissue and in lymph nodes [166]. Allen et al. [167] found that CoCr nanoparticles affect the growth of osteoblasts and could therefore interfere with bone formation [168]. Papageorgiou et al. [169] found that the toxicity of CoCr-alloy particles would be reduced after such particles had been phagocytosed by macrophages.

6.1.4. Nanoparticles and metal ions from MoM prostheses

As can be seen from Table 5 metallic wear debris is significantly smaller than 100 nm. Current problems with MoM prostheses emerge in a period of increasing knowledge on nanotoxicology. The nanotoxicity of nanosized wear debris in MoM THA has recently been reviewed by Polyzois et al. [171] and Gill et al. [172] (see also citations there). It is possible that nanosized CoCr wear debris can induce DNA damage and lead to chromosomal aberrations [172], but knowledge is still incomplete, fragmented and insufficient for a risk-benefit analysis of MoM prostheses. Moreover nanotoxicity is usually studied with commercially available nanoparticles or nanoparticles synthesised in the laboratory instead of using particles from hip simulator experiments that may significantly differ in size distribution and morphology [173].
Table 5: Wear volumes and particle size for various material combinations determined by hip simulator testing. The wear volume and the number of particles is given for one million simulated gait cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination</th>
<th>Wear volume per $10^6$ wear cycles</th>
<th>Particle size</th>
<th>Number of particles per $10^6$ wear cycles</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MoP (UHMWPE)</td>
<td>(40 - 80) mm$^3$</td>
<td>(0.1 - 8) μm</td>
<td>5·10$^{11}$</td>
<td>[127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoP (crosslinked)</td>
<td>(5 - 40) mm$^3$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoM (high C &lt; 0.2%)</td>
<td>(0.03 - 0.04) mm$^3$</td>
<td>(25 - 36) μm</td>
<td>4·10$^{12}$</td>
<td>[126]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoM (low C &lt; 0.07%)</td>
<td>(0.3 ± 0.1) mm$^3$</td>
<td>(14 ± 0.7) μm</td>
<td>6·10$^{13}$</td>
<td>[126]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoM</td>
<td>(1.2 ± 0.5) mm$^3$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoP (zirconia)</td>
<td>(31 ± 4) mm$^3$</td>
<td>(0.3 ± 0.2) μm</td>
<td></td>
<td>[170]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoM</td>
<td>≈ 0.01 mm$^3$</td>
<td>(6.1 ± 0.4) μm</td>
<td></td>
<td>[170]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoC (alumina)</td>
<td>(0.05 ± 0.02) mm$^3$</td>
<td>(9 ± 0.5) μm</td>
<td></td>
<td>[170]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Overview of metal-ion concentrations in blood of conventional MoM THA and hip-resurfacing MoM THA patient groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure conditions</th>
<th>Metal-ion concentrations</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control group without medical implants</td>
<td>Chromium ≤ 0.25 μg/L</td>
<td>[179]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme value 3 months after hip resurfacing</td>
<td>Chromium 46 μg/L</td>
<td>[179]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values of the same patients after 2 years</td>
<td>Chromium 2.7 μg/L</td>
<td>[181]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrations considered normal in patients with conventional MoM THA</td>
<td>Chromium 1 - 5 μg/L</td>
<td>[179]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrations associated with excessive wear in Hip resurfacing THA</td>
<td>Chromium 17 μg/L</td>
<td>[182]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip resurfacing patients with tumours</td>
<td>Chromium (4 - 23) μg/L</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip resurfacing patients, asymptomatic</td>
<td>Chromium (1 - 9) μg/L</td>
<td>[180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with conventional MoM THA</td>
<td>Chromium (0.1 - 3.0) μg/L</td>
<td>[180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK limits for professional exposure to hard metals MAC values</td>
<td>Chromium 17 μg/L</td>
<td>[2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Already before hip-resurfacing THA was introduced, significantly increased chromosomal translocations in peripheral blood lymphocytes were reported in patients with CoCr-alloy implants that were in place for decades before revision surgery was required [174]. Chromosomal changes in bone marrow cells have been ascribed to the presence of metal implants [175]. Moreover, it was stated that corrosion products of CoCr alloy can induce osteolysis [176, 177]. The data of Andrews et al. [178] suggest that increased Co and Cr ion concentrations may affect the activities of osteoblasts and osteoclasts in a way that may explain aseptic loosening. However, permanently raised concentrations of chrome and cobalt metal ions in MoM patients are known for a long time without being associated with a significant risk of osteolysis [13].

Table 6 summarises some examinations dealing with chromium and cobalt-ion concentrations in blood. In patients with conventional unilateral and bilateral MoM THA and in patients treated by resurfacing THA, the evolution of Co, Cr and Mo ion concentrations was compared over a period of two years [179]. The concentrations in patients with conventional THA exhibited a maximum
in the observation period and decreased in the second year. In patients treated by hip resurfacing a progressive increase of metal-ion concentrations in the whole observation period was reported [179].

However, it seems to be necessary to control metal-ion concentrations in MoM patients periodically, as one patient exhibited extremely high values three months after surgery, which decreased to “normal” values two years after surgery without clinical or radiographic evidence for implant loosening [179].

The values found by Kwon et al. [42] in hip-resurfacing patients with pseudotumours exhibit a large range slightly overlapping with the range considered “normal” for MoM patients. Moreover, the metal concentrations in patients with conventional MoM and hip-resurfacing devices were found not to be significantly different [180]. As shown in Table 6 only the measured maximum concentrations are higher in hip-resurfacing patients. It is interesting to note that the maximum Co-ion concentration tolerated in the UK for workers professionally exposed to hard metals (MAC) is in the same range (Table 6). In individual patients these values may however be exceeded.

No clear answer can be given concerning long-term risks related to MoM hip prostheses, but it is argued that higher concentrations of metal ions in patients bearing MoM hip joints as compared to patients with MoP or CoC implants might indicate a higher risk of complications increasing over time after implantation [14]. The elevated metal-ion load may cause continued stress on kidneys, thus MoM prostheses cannot be recommended for patients with chronic renal disease [111, 112] and women of childbearing age [113].

There is still no conclusive evidence whether hypersensitivity against metallic implant components does affect the performance and survivorship of hip prostheses [14]. Lymphocytic infiltration in tissue around second generation MoM implants appears typical for this kind of hip prostheses [183, 184]. For the first generation of MoM hip prostheses, Evans et al. [185] found a metal sensitivity in 9 out of 14 patients with aseptic loosening and concluded that it could be causal for loosening. However, it is difficult to diagnose metal hypersensitivity prior to THA because dermal metal sensitivity diagnosed by patch tests is not necessarily predictive for metallic prostheses [184, 186].

Ceramic wear particles have a typical size of 0.1 µm to 1 µm, but also a tiny mass fraction is released as nanoparticles with a size of 5 nm – 20 nm [184]. There are however no indications that ceramic wear debris could be responsible for aseptic loosening [134] or systemic toxicity [187].

6.2. Total hip arthroplasty and potential cancer risk

The evaluation of cancer risk related with THA requires a long follow-up of a large patient population. Most of the available studies are based on data from the Scandinavian arthroplasty registers [188-193] that have accumulated follow-up data on large patient populations. Most studies, including a recent meta-analysis [194], did not reveal an increased overall cancer risk in patients after THA. However, THA seems to affect the risk profile of cancer since the incidence of malignant melanoma [188, 189, 194], multiple myeloma, prostate and bladder cancer [189] appears to be slightly increased, whereas the incidence of stomach cancer [188] seems to be decreased compared with the general population. Olsen et al. [188] suggested that the reduced stomach cancer risk might be related to the use of antibiotics in THA patients that may eliminate helicobacter pylori, which is considered as a major risk factor in stomach cancer. Meyskens [195] pointed out that the increased incidence of melanoma in THA patients points towards an effect of metal release from implants since metals play a role in the pathogenesis of melanoma [195].

Only two studies compare cancer risk after MoM and MoP THA [190, 191]. The earlier study found that the cancer risk of patients after MoM THA is 1.2-fold that of patients with MoP THA. For leukaemia the risk in the MoM group was even 3.8-fold higher, but the authors [191] stated that this difference was still not statistically significant. This shows the difficulty to achieve sufficient statistical power even if well-developed arthroplasty registers can be consulted and linked to national cancer registers. The most recent investigation did not distinguish between different cancer types, but concluded that the cancer mortality in MoM patients is higher during the first 20 years after surgery than in MoP patients [192]. This underlines the difficulties to draw valid conclusions from the data available today.

The slight changes of the cancer risk profile that might so far be associated with THA will not change the medical indications for hip joint replacement since the benefits for the patients’ quality of life outweigh the marginal increase of risk for a few specific cancers.

Nevertheless, cancer risk is a topic that requires close observation since chromosome aberrations have frequently been observed in vitro as response to exposure to wear debris [171, 172, 196, 197].

Moreover disease caused by wear debris or metal ions may have long latency periods [144].

Additionally, Wagner et al. [193] found a significantly increased cancer risk after knee arthroplasty analysing all patients in Sweden that underwent knee surgery between 1975 and 2006.
This significant discrepancy of cancer risk between hip and knee arthroplasty, in which the same materials are involved, indicates that some elements in the possible relationship between joint replacement and cancer have not yet been understood and deserve closer investigation. As the knee is the most loaded articulation of the body, overweight and obesity might also play a role in explaining this difference.

Summary of Chapter 6

- Release of polyethylene debris in the size between 0.1 and 8 µm may cause periprosthetic osteolysis and aseptic loosening of the stem or the acetabular component. It is the most important long-term complication with metal-on-polyethylene (MoP) prostheses.
- Wear, corrosion and fretting lead to a release of fine and even nanosized particles, that can be disseminated within the body, e.g. to liver and spleen.
- Metallic debris generated from metal-on-metal (MoM) prostheses is generally nanoparticulate (< 100 nm) and may therefore exhibit enhanced toxicity.
- Metal concentrations in asymptomatic patients with conventional MoM and hip-resurfacing devices were found not to be significantly different. It is worth noting that similar values are tolerated in workers professionally exposed to metals e.g. in foundries.
- MoM patients with pseudotumours may exhibit significantly higher metal-ion concentrations than asymptomatic patients. However, the concentration ranges are overlapping. Therefore, measuring “normal” values is not sufficient to exclude the existence of a pseudotumour.
- Currently available literature gives no evidence for an increased overall cancer risk after THA, underlining the difficulties to draw valid conclusions.
7. Economic and regulatory issues

7.1. Health economics aspects

It is generally accepted that primary THA is a cost-effective medical treatment and that the cost for quality-adjusted life years – QUALYs – compares favourably with other health interventions [6, 7, 100, 198]. The economics of revision THA have also been investigated. As discussed before in detail in Chapter 5, revision THA is technically and surgically more complex, more expensive and less successful in restoring long-term pain-free joint function compared to primary THA [37, 110]. It is, nevertheless, considered cost-effective. However, the growing number of primary THA procedures and patients’ increased life expectancy will lead to an increasing number of patients that will outlive their first hip prosthesis. Therefore, an increasing number of revision THA procedures will be inevitable in the future, and this may increase stress on health care budgets [37, 141, 199].

It is therefore essential to investigate possible sources of cost savings by using those prostheses which promise longest survival and lowest complication rates, and by choosing the most economical way of patient management [152, 200]. Additionally, this requires a high performance of surgeons and clinical centres specialised in THA. Since failure and complication rates of specific systems are essential inputs for health-economic assessments, an as complete as possible follow-up of all THA patients is mandatory.

In spite of the rising number of hip-resurfacing THA procedures carried out in the last decade, the statistical evidence of health-economic analyses did not allow to conclude on the cost-effectiveness of MoM resurfacing THA [198, 201]. Only the increasing failure rates that became more obvious during the last four years provide evidence that cost-effectiveness will be compromised. However, it is still not possible to provide sound data on the method of hip resurfacing as such because many different systems are on the market that seem to significantly differ in performance. On the other hand, a health technology assessment from the US, performed in 2011, concluded that hip resurfacing with some of the most used devices does not yield significant improvement in comparison to conventional total hip arthroplasty [202].

In order to gain a complete overview of the cost-effectiveness and to allow a comparison between specific devices and surgical methods, health economists frequently emphasise that arthroplasty registers need to be adopted worldwide [37]. Moreover, economic variables should be included in the registered data sets [6]. Since illness causes various types of costs that all have to be covered by society, health-economic assessments should be made from a societal point of view [141] because financial benefits of THA to societies have to be factored into the decision making process [203]. Cost optimisation in subsystems, e.g. on the hospital level, could lead to practices such as discount negotiations between hospitals and prosthesis suppliers, which restrict the medical decision margins of the surgeon [204] and could compromise long-term clinical outcome.

Considering the financial constraints currently faced by European countries, different revision rates are immediately reflected in the cost of disease management, which is becoming increasingly relevant as the number of THA procedures is expected to increase due to ageing population and growing number of interventions in younger patients. Sedrakyan [205] calculated that the 2-3 times higher revision rates in the US, compared to Sweden, accounts for more than a billion dollars in additional cost per year.

Despite efforts to gather all data on THA procedures, achieving statistical evidence to evaluate and predict clinical outcome for specific prosthetic devices will remain cumbersome. This is especially true in view of “10,000 products on the market for the same purpose” [205]. Except for some obviously underperforming devices, failure rates are low, designs evolve quickly and tracking is difficult [206].

In addition, health economists complain that state-of-the-art health economic methods could not be applied because data from prospective randomised clinical trials are lacking, which are practically impossible to provide for implantable medical devices that involve surgery. In other words, certain authors argue that health economics lacks the proper methods to deal with implantable medical devices [145, 207, 208]. Sedrakyan et al. suggested an assessment framework to overcome the methodological problems related to evidence evaluation in implantable device studies [209].

7.2. Arthroplasty registers

The primary goal of arthroplasty registers is a complete registration of all patients that undergo THA. Additionally, registers should provide a comprehensive follow-up in order to obtain quality improvements by continuous feedback, which is expected to yield reduced revision rates and cost reductions. Therefore such registers should become an integral part of any health care system [145]. The feedback that can be supplied by an arthroplasty register will be affected by particularities of
national health care systems such as preferences given to certain surgical methods, cemented or uncemented prosthesis and the management of patients during rehabilitation. Hence, the comparability of data from different countries may be limited even if the same types of data are registered [145]. Therefore, clinical outcome comparisons based even on harmonised data acquisition sets may still provide country-specific discrepancies [145].

In many countries national arthroplasty registers have been set up. The Scandinavian countries have introduced arthroplasty registers very early, not only limited to THA (Sweden 1975, Finland 1980, Norway 1987 and Denmark 1995). They have accumulated a nearly complete data base for the long-term follow-up of arthroplasty procedures and the assessment of long-term performance of joint prostheses.

Most European countries followed this example and have introduced arthroplasty registers. The European Federation of National Associations of Orthopaedics and Traumatology (EFORT) has launched the European Arthroplasty Register EAR project, organised in the Austria-based scientific non-profit association EFORT-EAR. The EAR acts as a coordinating centre in a voluntary cooperation of National Arthroplasty Registers. Its mission is to “support the development of national register projects, supranational cooperation, for example, by process standardisation, and conduct scientific research focused on outcome research methodology” [210]. In order to keep the additional workload of an arthroplasty register for surgeons within reasonable limits while ensuring the comparability of data, EFORT developed minimal datasets for primary and revision hip arthroplasty [211, 212], which could be the basis for harmonised data acquisition in Europe.

Arthroplasty register data are indispensable to evaluate clinical outcome in devices that require long follow-up periods and to verify the reproducibility of clinical studies [145, 207, 208, 213]. Clinical studies are still important to answer specific questions, but they are usually carried out at specialised centres and tend to “present good results achieved in small series”. It is argued that the results of such studies may be affected by “hidden confounders” and even by “specific practices in the peer-review procedure” [207, 208].

It has been argued that a refined evaluation of clinical outcome would require an extended clinical data set including comorbidities of patients. This raises the fear that the consequently increased workload of the surgeons could compromise the acceptance of registers [214]. On the other hand, lack of such data could also misestimate the quality of health care that can be provided [214]. Attempting to find the additionally required data in electronic form in the hospitals’ patient documentation, Baglio et al. [214] found that especially comorbidities and complications are “under-coded” in clinical information systems, because they are in many cases not relevant for the hospitals’ reimbursement. Such an extension of the register data set would require systematically more complete clinical patient dossiers and an automatic link to the register must be made compatible with personal data protection legislation.

Since hip arthroplasty registers data sets are a method standardised, recently Labek et al. [208] proposed to establish comparability of data. This was performed by calculating the number of revisions per observed 100 prostheses years. The notion of “prostheses years” is the sum over all patients of all years they live with their primary prosthesis until today or until they underwent revision surgery. Labek based his analysis on the cumulative data available for Denmark, Norway, Finland, Sweden, Australia and New Zealand, which yields a mean number of revisions of 1.3 for 100 component years, which corresponds to revision rates of 6.5% after 5 years and 13% after 10 years [208]. However, revision rates varied significantly from country to country. Sweden has shown the lowest revision rate per 100 implant years of 0.72 and Finland the highest with 4.06. Even within Sweden the revision rates vary by a factor of 2.5 between various hospitals and medical centres [208]. This should prompt a closer study to identify the reasons for such differences. The overall national performance indicates that Sweden has been more efficient in using its arthroplasty register data to improve the quality of its health care system [145].

The set-up of an arthroplasty register is a long-term investment as several years of data collection are required before useful data can be obtained. Moreover, any modification of the data set may compromise the utility of the data for future evaluation. Therefore, such a project requires stable datasets and stable resources being guaranteed for a long period of time [145].

Ideally, such an arthroplasty register should be organised on a European level, in order to rapidly pool a sufficient number of quality-ensured and harmonised data, to guarantee a high level of patient safety by issuing early quality alerts and health equity across the European Union. This could also allow understanding the differences in the number of THA procedures accross Europe. It will be essential to find adequate ways of involvement of all stakeholders (surgeons, medical device industry and patients). Involvement of surgeons is particularly important to provide the medical expertise to analyse and interpret the data sets [145].

### 7.3. Clinical investigation and regulatory framework

Patients have the expectation that a therapy they undergo is safe. At the same time patients expect medical progress and innovation, which entails preclinical and clinical testing of new methods and devices. Recent
problems with certain medical devices, including MoM hip-resurfacing devices for THA, have led to discussions concerning the appropriateness of the regulatory and governance framework for medical devices to reconcile fast innovation with high safety.

Macpherson and Breusch [12] stated: "The push for resurfacing by so-called champion surgeons and the manufacturers and the resulting patient demand have led to between 6 and 8% of all hip arthroplasty procedures being a metal-on-metal resurfacing (MoMHR)."

In this context, it should be understood whether market mechanisms might have played a role in the rush to develop hip-resurfacing systems that might not have achieved full maturity before market introduction. This raises the question whether more clinical investigations would be necessary to avoid problems of this type.

In the particular case of hip prostheses, which are designed to perform over decades, however, extremely long clinical investigations involving large numbers of patients would be required. Havelin [215] has shown that a prospective study would require more than 13,000 patients to determine a 1% difference in outcome between two implants after 10 years (95% confidence interval, 80% statistical power). To reveal a 2% difference still 3000 patients are required. This is not feasible for a treatment involving surgery. Heck et al. [206] calculated that for the event of stem fracture a prospective study capable of revealing a 33% reduction in fracture rate, e.g. caused by improved material processing, more than 100,000 patients would need to be followed-up.

Thus, regulation can only be based on a permanently evolving knowledge base as indicated in Figure 12, which is increasing due to systematic post-market follow-up studies and establishment of arthroplasty registers that should be co-ordinated on an international level. This is challenging for producers, patients and regulators since any regulatory approval will inevitably have a preliminary character. The limited clinical evidence that can be obtained in clinical investigations involving several hundred patients prospectively has to be compensated by a complete follow-up of all patients and should be considered as an obligation shared by patients, surgeons and device producers.

The current European regulatory framework is set by Council Directive 93/42/EEC, which is currently under revision to further improve the safety and effectiveness of medical devices.

Directive 2005/50/EC has already made regulation in this sector more stringent by reclassifying total hip, knee and shoulder joints from class b to the higher risk class III.

As the implementation of Directive 93/42/EEC is managed by Competent Authorities and Notified Bodies on national level, a more stringent implementation and a stronger degree of European coordination is envisaged to ensure a more harmonised approach in the implementation of the regulatory framework.

A recent study comparing the regulatory systems in the USA and the European Union concluded that there are significant differences between both systems [216]. Both systems combine premarket testing and postmarket vigilance, however, with significant differences in the enforcement. It is therefore desirable to harmonise these approaches – preferably on an international scale – as the medical device market is global, highly innovative and a driving force for improving public health.

Overregulation should be avoided as it can slow down an improvement of the total benefit-risk balance in case regulation prevents industries to introduce novel medical devices. Technical innovations should be made available to patients as quickly as possible while preserving their legitimate safety expectations.

Figure 12: Innovation circle of long-lived implantable devices such as hip prostheses. Risks of new and innovative improvements can be managed by a clinical investigation only if they have a high incidence and become apparent shortly after implantation. They can prevent approval and market introduction. The feedback on long-term risks may be very slow. The more complete all relevant data are gathered the earlier a faulty design and the cause of the problem can be identified, and the product can be substituted by a more safe and improved one. Positive and negative feedback increase the knowledge base.
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- Primary THA is generally considered a cost-effective medical treatment. This holds also for revision surgery, however, higher surgical complexity, higher cost and poorer clinical outcome compromise cost-effectiveness compared to primary THA.

- The number of primary THA and revision surgery procedures is expected to increase due to the limited lifespan of prostheses, increasing life expectancy and decreasing age of patients at the time of primary THA.

- Gathering of comprehensive data in hip arthroplasty registers, including a complete follow-up of all patients, appears to be the only way to provide sufficient data to compare the cost-effectiveness of individual hip prosthesis designs.

- Register data can be used to identify new and underperforming devices early, to benchmark hip prosthesis designs, surgical methods and orthopaedic medical centres. They can therefore play an essential role in medical quality assurance, in guiding medical research and regulatory management.

- The set-up of arthroplasty registers is a long-term commitment and requires stable resources and harmonized datasets.

- Regulation has to keep the balance between patient safety and encouraging medical innovation.

- Preclinical testing would require the follow-up of a large patient group over many years to predict the long-term safety of hip prostheses, which are designed to perform over 20 to 25 years.

- An integrated approach of reasonable preclinical testing in combination with post-market follow-up studies and hip arthroplasty registers is required to ensure safety and effectiveness of hip prostheses.

- Overregulation should be avoided to supply patients with highly innovative medical devices as quick and as safe as possible.
8. Research needs and challenges

As discussed in the previous chapters, the current issues with some types of MoM prostheses and the concerns about their long-term safety reveal some problems concerning safety evaluation and assessment and point to specific research needs to overcome them.

In the following, we propose a number of research tasks – based on the conclusions from scientific literature –, which either have emerged in the wake of problems with MoM prostheses or which did not obtain sufficient attention in the past. In some cases, where problems cannot be completely avoided research, may also focus on mitigating their health consequences.

8.1. Evaluation and assessment problems

As already discussed above, overall failure rates of THA procedures are low and large patient populations need to be followed-up over a long period before the performance of novel devices and designs can be benchmarked against prostheses already on the market. To facilitate this, co-ordinated and harmonised arthroplasty registers at European and international level should be adopted. This would lead to the reduction of the probability of setbacks that may affect thousands of patients.

Initiatives such as the European Arthroplasty Register EAR [210] should be supported as much as possible and in a sustainable manner, since the involvement of diligent and professional organisations appears to be an efficient approach for reducing rates of revision surgery [145, 208].

Arthroplasty system should additionally feature an early warning system for detecting new and underperforming devices. Such a system would allow surgeons to indicate problems they encounter in patients with new devices and which yield an increased post-operative medical treatment effort [2]. In this way problems may already be recognised before surgeons proceed to revision surgery after having exhausted all non-surgical treatment options. Revision surgery must however be kept as a clearly defined end point of prosthesis life in the register [2]. Similarly, device-related problems during surgery could be flagged.

The way and extent to which patient data on comorbidities could be electronically linked to arthroplasty register date sets should be examined. Such data have proven utility in statistical evaluations on the clinical outcome of THA and in the identification of patient related risk-factors. A manual co-registration together with THA would however create an excessive workload.

Economic data should also be included in the register in order to facilitate cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analysis in the framework of a specific health care system [6].

To summarise: the data of single or clustered arthroplasty registers that provide a continuous feedback of qualified data are important to accomplish the following tasks [145]:

• early warning of underperforming medical devices,
• supporting regulatory authorities in decision making,
• guidance for technological development and innovation and benchmarking of devices,
• identification of best-performing devices, hospitals and medical centres or health systems,
• improving the quality of health care by learning from the best,
• assessment of long-term cancer risk and other risk related to medical implants,
• health economic decision making.

The importance of arthroplasty registers for regulators has to be seen in the light of limited utility of clinical investigations in the case of implantable devices that are designed for a lifespan exceeding 20 years. In the present case of early failing hip-resurfacing systems it took three to five years and several tens of thousands of patients to realise the full dimension of the problem.

8.2. Research needs in THA

Metal-ion toxicity and nanotoxicity, long-term low-level exposure

Assessment of the possible toxicity arising from MoM implants has traditionally been focused on the toxicity of metal ions. Wear of MoM implants is still judged on the basis of metal-ion concentrations revealed in blood, serum or urine [182]. In this context, the release of nanoparticles is only considered as a mechanism of accelerated metal dissolution due to the high specific surface of the debris. Aspects of a direct toxicity of the nanoparticulate debris have so far been widely neglected and deserve more attention [217] in the light of increasing knowledge on nanotoxicology [171, 172].
Since the toxicity of nanoparticles depends on their size, their shape and surface morphology, such studies should be carried out with wear debris collected from hip simulator experiments [173].

Research should include titanium alloys that are currently not under criticism, but which may contain impurities such as nickel with a high allergic potential [218]. In this context metal hypersensitivity or metal allergies should be examined aiming at a better understanding and the development of reliable predictive test that can be applied prior to THA [184].

Knowledge on the long-term low-level exposure to metal ions is rather poor. Since it is known that MoM THA patients exhibit permanently raised metal-ion concentrations [13], a follow-up of such patients could significantly increase the knowledge base in this field.

Pathogenesis and incidence of pseudotumours

In hip-resurfacing THA, adverse tissue reaction against metal wear and corrosion products results in the formation of pseudotumours, i.e., inflammatory painful soft-tissue lesions with unknown etiology. In order to reassure the safety of conventional MoM THA, patients bearing conventional MoM prostheses should be screened for elevated metal-ion concentrations in blood and for the presence of asymptomatic pseudotumours.

According to the authors’ knowledge there are so far no scientific publications giving evidence of the occurrence of pseudotumours related to the use of conventional MoM hip prostheses, whilst there are first reports about early failure and revision of conventional MoM hip prostheses with large-diameter femoral heads [67]. Revision rates are reported to increase significantly with increasing femoral head diameters above 36 mm [67]. In analogy to the findings after hip-resurfacing THA adverse tissue reactions caused by wear debris and elevated metal-ion concentrations are made responsible for early failure [67].

A prominent feature of hip-resurfacing prostheses is the use of large femoral heads with diameters typically in the range between 45 mm to 58 mm. However, a recent investigation finds a tendency towards lower metal-ion concentrations with increasing femoral head diameter [68]. Such a finding would rather point to a nanotoxicity effect caused by tiny metallic wear debris. Therefore, the role of nanosized metallic wear debris in the pathogenesis of pseudotumours deserves special attention, as well as its origin that could be related to fretting along interfaces between metal and bone cement or metal and bone [161].

The role of nanosized metallic wear debris and metal ions in the pathogenesis of pseudotumours has to be investigated.

Understanding aseptic loosening and developing medication

A maximum revision rate of 10% after ten years is an ambitious benchmark [145, 208, 219], which can however be achieved with most MoP hip prostheses. In order to delay or to avoid revision surgery in the large number of patients bearing MoP implants, the understanding of polyethylene particle induced osteolysis should proceed to a point where it could be attempted to develop a medication to stop or delay osteolysis and prevent aseptic loosening [18].

Bioengineering solutions for facilitated revision surgery

The problem of possible fracture of ceramic components of CoC devices seems to be resolved with the ceramic materials currently in use [28]. However, for those few patients, in which catastrophic ceramic failure is encountered, revision procedures need to be further elaborated in order to safely manage problems caused by residual ceramic fracture debris [26]. This may lead to a broader acceptance of CoC hip prostheses, which is expected to significantly reduce the incidence of osteolysis and of adverse tissue reactions to corrosion and wear products.

Impact of prostheses design on incidence of adverse tissue reactions

Additional studies are required addressing the role of femoral head size in the evolution of metal ion concentrations and the formation of pseudotumours. A recent study, based on the arthroplasty register of England and Wales, provides statistical evidence for revision rates that increase significantly with femoral head diameters above 36 mm [67]. On the other hand, a meta analysis published in 2011 concludes that “at the end of ten years, the MoM bearing shows maximum survival rate and superiority compared to MoP and CoC bearings” [220]. This conclusion may be biased by poor statistics, compared to an analysis based on plenty of register data, and also by reflecting the use of MoM devices until 2004/2005, when large diameter femoral heads only started to become popular [67].

Since there are significant differences in the performance of various hip-resurfacing systems, their biomechanical behaviour should be compared by mathematical modeling methods, frequently applied in engineering and materials science, in order to determine stress distributions, elastic deformations, possible occurrence of surface fatigue or fretting and the likelihood of edge loading. This requires exact manufacturer data on the mechanical and surface properties of these components. The simulations should include deviations from the design
specifications as they may occur during surgery, affecting implant alignment and joint clearance.

Based on the experience of the authors, the hypothesis should be examined whether the increased femoral diameter is weakening the acetabular cup (whether mono-block or shell/liner modular design) by limiting its thickness. The consequence of a mechanically too weak acetabular component could be cyclic bending in the micrometer range, causing fretting between acetabular cup and bone, oscillating clearance between femoral head and cup, thus compromising lubrication, and possibly acetabular cup loosening. Finite element simulations of the acetabular cup deformation during the gait cycle should give a first indication whether this hypothesis has to be examined more closely or whether it can be rejected.

**Lubrication and wear**

It has been reported that a certain fraction of patients with Charnley-type prostheses showed no significant wear after 25 years of follow-up [128]. Whereas the reasons for excessive wear can usually be identified, more attention should be paid to investigate those cases of extraordinary low wear rate. In some retrieved MoM implants a graphite-type layer was found that ‘naturally’ formed on femoral heads acting as solid lubricant [221]. The formation of such layers and their impact on wear properties deserves further investigation.

**8.3. Prospects and challenges**

It is likely that the recent problems with hip-resurfacing systems that motivated the present report may be considered in future as an episode in the history of THA and that medical progress proceeds as expected. Especially the introduction of cross-linked UHMWPE is expected to improve the longevity of MoP devices. However, much longer follow-up times have to be reached for a final judgement, and also CoC devices require more time to gain broader acceptance among patients and, price-wise, among health care providers. However, several other aspects may challenge the future of THA.

**Increasing demand for primary and revision THA**

As already mentioned in the previous chapters, expected pronounced increase in the number of annually performed THA procedures and longer life expectancies will inevitably lead to an increasing number of revision surgeries since the number of patients that outlive their prostheses will grow [37, 199]. Thus, it is economically mandatory to use every possibility to increase the lifespan of joint replacements and to reduce revision rates. But this will probably not be enough.

It is known that e.g. in Anglo-Saxon countries the overall cost related to musculoskeletal diseases accounts already for up to 3.5% of the gross national product [141]. THA has evolved from a treatment for elderly, infirm patients, crippled by diseases such as osteoarthritis, into a treatment to regain compromised quality of life in younger patients [4]. The excellent results in elderly patients have led to the frequently exaggerated expectation that the same excellence can be achieved in younger patients with demandingly high physical activity profiles. In many countries with a high number of THA procedures this necessitates a review of the medical indication that are currently accepted for THA [36, 141].

**Health prevention and education**

Increasing demand for joint arthroplasty and associated higher costs do not match with future health care budget constraints. Thus the development of educational programmes aiming at the prevention of musculoskeletal diseases should obtain proper attention.

Moreover, it is expected that the number of total knee arthroplasty (TKA) procedures will increase much faster than THA [199]. Since TKA is more expensive and less cost-effective than THA [7] this will create an even larger burden to public health systems. Even of greater concern is the finding that TKA, in contrary to THA, may be related with a significantly higher overall cancer risk [193] – most probably due to a number of reasons including obesity – entailing additional burden for public health care systems.

**Covering the demand of well-trained surgeons**

Fehring et al. [222] analysed the number of trained surgeons available in the USA for THA procedures and concluded that by 2016 the skilled medical workforce will no longer meet the increasing demand – at least in the USA. Since joint arthroplasty work is “mentally and physically demanding” [222], patient expectations are high, liability is an issue when operations are not successful, and because reimbursement (in the US) is decreasing and “low compared to other orthopaedic subspecialties”, only 45% of the arthroplasty fellowships could be filled by graduates in 2007 [222]. Considering the decisive impact of experience and practice of the surgeon on the clinical outcome of THA, the working environment of orthopaedic surgeons in our health care systems must be sufficiently attractive, also in future, to cover the demand in terms of quantity and quality.
9. Conclusions

THA is an orthopaedic sub-specialty, which is in continuous evolution concerning improvements in surgical techniques and the materials and designs applied in the production of hip prostheses. The current state-of-the-art knowledge documented in this report allows drawing the following conclusions, partly in addition to those at the end of the preceding chapters:

• THA is a successful, safe and cost-effective medical intervention to restore functionality of the hip joint and to regain pain-free mobility in patients suffering from severe joint disease or trauma.

• Hip prostheses are subject to continuous research and development efforts in order to increase their lifespan and to reduce the likelihood of complications and revision surgery. This is reflected in a large variety of hip prostheses designs on the market and rapidly changing designs.

• The clinical long-term outcome of THA depends on factors related to the prosthesis design, to the health status of the patient and his post-operative physical activities. Additionally it depends critically on the expertise and practice of the surgeon.

• The most commonly applied designs use metal femoral heads against polymeric acetabular cups, the so-called metal-on-polymer approach (MoP). In most countries they account for more of 60% of all implanted hip prostheses.

• The most important complication with metal-on-polymer (MoP) prostheses is aseptic loosening due to an inflammatory reaction against polymer wear debris. This can occur many years after primary surgery and may require revision surgery.

• Aseptic loosening is much less frequently encountered in patients with metal-on-metal (MoM) or ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) prostheses.

• The currently discussed problems with early failing hip prostheses are limited to certain types of hip-resurfacing devices and conventional metal-on-metal (MoM) prostheses with femoral head diameters, typically larger than 36 mm. Hip-resurfacing preserves the femoral bone and only covers the trimmed femoral head with a metal cap. In both cases the metal femoral head articulates against a metallic acetabular cup component.

• The most common complications in hip-resurfacing patients are the formation of pseudotumours, causing pain and compromising the function of the hip joint, femoral neck fracture and avascular necrosis. In these cases revision surgery becomes inevitable.

• It is currently unclear whether pseudotumours are as frequently observed in patients with early failing large femoral head conventional metal-on-metal (MoM) prostheses as in patients with failing hip-resurfacing prostheses.

• The pathogenesis of pseudotumours is unclear, but very likely related to the toxicity of nanosized wear debris and the release of metal ions.

• The unclear role of metal ions and nanosized wear debris concerns not only hip-resurfacing devices but also conventional metal-on-metal (MoM) hip prostheses and possibly MoM prostheses used for other articulations.

• THA patients with conventional metal-on-metal (MoM) prostheses, and femoral head diameters even below 36 mm, generally exhibit elevated metal-ion concentrations in their blood, which could however only rarely be related to pathological alterations in the past.

• There is little known on pathologies caused by long-term low-level exposure to cobalt, chromium and other metal ions but also of metal nanoparticles released from hip prostheses.

• Currently there are no scientific indications for an increased, statistically significant overall cancer risk after THA.
• Biomechanical design weaknesses are suspected to be the main reasons for underperforming hip-resurfacing devices, in particular shallow, not fully semispherical acetabular cups and too large femoral head diameters.

• Obviously underperforming devices have already been removed from the medical device market.

• Since the theoretically expected benefits of hip-resurfacing THA cannot generally be realised in clinical practice its use should be limited to specific cases where the surgeon can expect that the medical benefit outweighs the risk of early revision.

• Patients being worried about hip-resurfacing THA or conventional metal-on-metal (MoM) THA will find durable metal-on-polymer (MoP), ceramic-on-polymer (CoP) or ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) alternatives on the market.

• Arthroplasty registers aiming at a complete registration and follow-up of all THA procedures are indispensable tools in medical quality assurance, medical education and training. They should be an integral part of each healthcare system. Ideally they should be coordinated at a European level and linked to an international system, as potential problems with THA occur on a global level.

• Arthroplasty registers are essential in monitoring the long-term performance of hip prosthesis, in the evaluation and benchmarking of new hip prostheses and for providing early alerts on problematic THA devices.

• Clinical investigations with a reasonable number of patients might be helpful to identify hip prostheses that expose patients to unexpected health risks with high incidence rate. They will not be able to qualify the long-term effectiveness of hip prosthesis design since this would require a disproportionately high number of patients to be enrolled and follow-up times that are beyond the time horizon for introducing medical innovations.

• Clinical investigations, dedicated to ensure patient safety and to prevent significantly underperforming devices from large scale market introduction, should contain an independent review element and not be carried out only by the developing company and clinical partners linked to this company.

• Considering the long lifetimes for which hip prostheses are designed, a reasonable clinical investigation of a new hip prosthesis design will only provide limited information about its long-term performance. The evaluation of the long-term performance to be expected from a new device can only be based on the combined knowledge gathered from all clinical investigations, clinical evaluations and arthroplasty register data that are available so far.

• It is very likely that the increasing societal cost of musculoskeletal diseases can not only be managed by improved medical technology alone. The development and implementation of efficient prevention programmes will become a major challenge.
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11. Annex

11.1. Glossary

**Acetabulum**: the cup-shaped cavity formed by the iliac, pubic and ischiac bones of the pelvis in which the femoral head of the hip joint fits.

**Arthroplasty**: an orthopaedic surgical procedure that replaces or remodels a defective natural joint.

**Aseptic loosening**: the mobilization of a prosthesis caused by bone resorption in absence of any infection process (sepsis).

**Avascular necrosis**: the consequence of temporary or permanent cessation of blood flow to the bones. The absence of blood causes the bone tissue to die, resulting in fracture or collapse of the entire bone.

**Brittle fracture**: a rupture mechanism that takes place without any previous apparent plastic deformation of the loaded material.

**Calcaneal bone**: a bony spur springing from the underside of the neck of the femur above and anterior to the lesser trochanter, adding to the strength of this part of the bone.

**Co-morbidity**: (literally 'additional morbidity'), describes the effect of all other diseases an individual patient might have other than the primary disease of interest.

**Cortical bone**: the compact bone of the shaft of a bone that surrounds the medullary canal. For its compact structure it differs from the spongy bone (cancellous bone) which is, on the contrary, less dense, softer, and organised in trabeculae (small tissue elements in the form of a small beam, strut or rod). Cortical bone facilitates bone’s main functions: to support the whole body, protect organs, provide levers for movement, and store and release chemical elements, mainly calcium.

**Crevice corrosion**: a corrosion occurring in spaces to which the access of the working fluid from the environment is limited. These spaces are generally called crevices. Typical examples of crevices are gaps and contact areas between parts.

**Degenerative joint disease**: see Osteoarthritis.

**Dislocation**: displacement of a bone from its normal position, especially at a joint.

**Distal**: anatomically located far from a point of reference, such as an origin, a point of attachment, or the midline of the body. Opposed to Proximal.

**Edge loading**: a particular loading condition that occurs when the femoral head interacts only with the rim of the acetabular cup.

**Femoral head**: the rounded proximal articulating extremity of the femur constituting part of the hip joint.

**Femoral neck**: the column of bone connecting the head of the femur and the shaft.

**Femur**: a bone of the leg situated between the pelvis and knee in humans. It is the largest and strongest bone in the body. It articulates with the pelvis through the femoral head, which constitutes, together with the acetabulum, the hip joint.

**Fibrous capsule**: also referred as foreign body granuloma, a layer of connective tissue formed as part of the biological response to an implanted foreign material. It consists primarily of collagen fibres, but may also contain a variety of inflammatory cell types and new capillaries, depending on the degree of the response.

**Hip resurfacing**: a particular type of hip prosthesis that is anchored to the natural femoral neck (see chapter 3.4).

**Mechanical fatigue**: a material subject to a cyclic loading, whose maximum value is below material’s yield stress, can show fatigue effects due to progressive crack propagation, up to a point when the component is so weakened that it suddenly breaks (see chapter 3.2).

**Medullary canal**: also known as medullary cavity or marrow cavity, it is the central cavity of bone shafts where bone marrow is stored. Located in the main shaft (cortical bone) of a long bone (diaphysis) (consisting mostly of compact bone), the medullary cavity has walls composed of spongy bone (cancellous bone) and is lined with a thin, vascular membrane (endosteum).

**Melanoma**: a dark-pigmented, usually malignant tumour arising from a melanocyte and occurring most commonly in the skin.
**Modular device**: a device made of different components and/or materials

**Myeloma**: a malignant tumor formed by the cells of the bone marrow.

**Natural joint**: the location at which two or more bones make contact. Joints are constructed to allow movement and provide mechanical support. Some of them are hip, knee, shoulder, wrist, ankle and elbow.

**Osteoarthritis**: a form of arthritis, occurring mainly in elderly persons, that is characterized by chronic degeneration of the cartilage of the joints. Also called degenerative joint disease.

**Osteointegration**: the direct structural and functional connection between living bone and the surface of a load-bearing implant.

**Periprosthetic tissue**: the tissue surrounding the prosthesis.

**Press-fitting**: a match between the size and shape of two parts, such that force is required for assembly as one part is slightly larger than the other.

**Primary THA**: the first surgical intervention during which the natural hip joint is replaced by an artificial prosthesis. The following surgeries, aimed either at the partial or total replacement of the artificial joint, are called revisions.

**Prosthesis survival**: the percentage of prostheses that are still in place after a certain number of years. The percentage decreases when a prosthesis has to be replaced by revision surgery.

**Proximal**: nearer to a point of reference such as an origin, a point of attachment, or the midline of the body. Opposed to Distal.

**Pseudotumour**: a non-neoplastic enlargement that resembles a tumor; it may result from inflammation, accumulation of fluid, or other causes, and may or may not regress spontaneously.

**Revision rate**: the frequency of revision surgery; it is frequently expressed as the percentage of hip prostheses that had to be replaced after a given number of years.

**Revision surgery**: see Primary THA

**Stainless steel**: any of various alloys of iron that contain chromium, nickel, and small amounts of carbon. They may also contain minor amounts of other elements, such as molybdenum. Stainless steel is resistant to rusting and corrosion.

**Stiffness**: a property of a mechanical component. It determines the extent to which a component resists to deformation in response to an applied force. Typically the stiffness describes how easily a piece can be bent (see chapter 3.2).

**Total Hip Arthroplasty**: replacement of both articulating surfaces of a degenerated hip joint. On the acetabular side an artificial acetabular cup is inserted and on the femoral side, the femoral head is replaced completely by a spherical component, which can be anchored in the femur with a stem (conventional THA), or the femoral head is trimmed and covered with a metal cap that provides the new articulating surface (see hip resurfacing THA).

**Tribology**: the science and engineering of interacting surfaces in relative motion. It includes the study and application of the principles of friction, lubrication and wear. Tribology is a branch of mechanical engineering.

**Trochanter**: a broad, flat ledge on the femur, at the upper end of its lateral surface (greater trochanter), or a short conical ledge on the posterior border of the base of its neck (lesser trochanter).

**Viscoelasticity**: property of a material which is viscous but which also exhibits certain elastic properties such as the ability to store energy of deformation, and in which the application of a stress gives rise to a strain that approaches its equilibrium value slowly.

**Young’s elastic modulus**: also referred as modulus of elasticity, the ratio of the stress applied to a body to the strain that results in the mechanical body in response to it. In particular Young’s modulus is the ratio of the longitudinal strain to the longitudinal stress.
11.2. List of abbreviations

CoC Ceramic femoral head on Ceramic acetabular cup hip prosthesis

CoCrMo Cobalt Chromium Molybdenum alloy

CoM Ceramic femoral head on Metal coupling acetabular cup hip prosthesis

CoP Ceramic femoral head on Polymer coupling acetabular cup hip prosthesis

DNA DeoxyriboNucleic Acid

EAR European Arthroplasty Register

EFORT The European Federation of National Associations of Orthopaedics and Traumatology

EU European Union

EUDAMED EUropean DAtabank on MEdical Devices

FDA Food and Drug Administration

HRS Hip Resurfacing System

ISO International Organization for Standardisation

MoM Metal femoral head on Metal coupling acetabular cup hip prosthesis

MoMHR MoM Hip Resurfacing

MoP Metal femoral head on Polymer coupling acetabular cup hip prosthesis

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

PMMA PolyMethylMethAcrylate

PTFE PolyTetraFluoroEthylene

QUALY QUality-Adjusted Life Year

THA Total Hip Arthroplasty

THR Total Hip Replacement

TKA Total Knee Arthroplasty

UHMWPE Ultra High Molecular Weight PolyEthylene

UK United Kingdom

US United States

USA United States of America

XLPE Cross Linked ultra high molecular weight PolyEthylene

X-UHMWPE Cross Linked Ultra High Molecular Weight PolyEthylene

Y-TZP Yttrium-stabilised Tetragonal Polycrystalline Zirconia
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Abstract
Recent problems with metallic hip joint prostheses have raised concerns about their safety. This report provides a scientific overview of the state-of-the-art knowledge in total hip arthroplasty and identifies areas where further research and actions are needed.

As medical progress is generally expected to be a continuous process leading to improved medical treatment, the question must be asked why setbacks sometimes occur such as those recently witnessed with certain types of hip prostheses which were expected to be an important innovation, especially for younger and physically more active patients.

The present report reviews the historical development and the state-of-the-art knowledge in total hip arthroplasty, mainly from a biomedical engineering standpoint. It explains reasons for the high innovation rate of devices for total hip arthroplasty, and deals with the problems related to early performance assessment of hip prostheses that are designed for a lifespan exceeding 20 years. Despite THA being considered a safe and cost-effective health intervention, further efforts are required to increase the longevity of hip prostheses and to reduce the incidence rate of complications in order to keep up with the increasing demand in an ageing population combined with increasing public health care budgetary restraints.
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